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McCarthy to nominate acting president
by E. J. Vongher
Staff Writer
Chancellor Patrtck McCarthy
will nominate *Iiivit; History
Professor Arthur M. Johnson to
serve as acting president of the
Orono campus until a permanent
President is approved by the
Board of Trustees. McCarthy
will make the formal-announce-
ment today in a meeting before
the Council of Colleges in Coburn
Hall at 3:30 p.m.
McCarthy said he met with
adminstrators, faculty and staff
Members and students to gain
input as to who he should
nominat..
"I met with about 200 people
both on and off campus," he
said.
McCarthy said he is confident
Johnson is the right man for the
nomination' because "he has
integrity and character which
should help in that office." He
said Johnson has a tremendous
amount of support among the
university community and he is
"someone who can lead."
McCarthya's nomination will be
put tItt.c3oT on Feb. 27
for approval.
Johnson said UMO is in a
"critical period" and said there
are three. important things he
wants to stress.
Johnson, who said the nomina-
tion wasn't anything he sought,
is looking to the post as a
"unique opportunity."
The first is academic and
educational excellence. Johnson
said he wants the university to
"say, be and act like afirst-class
educational institution'? -
Second. Johnson said because
UMO is a land-grant university it
should be of service to the state.
"The university should be a
critical factor in the state's
development and in service to
the state." Johnson said.
_ ,
Thirdly, the university must be
run efficiently. "We must get the
maximum out of the resources
that we have available," he said.
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GSS condemns faculty club, OKs calendar
by Rick Lawes
.Staff,. Writer,
The General Student Senate Tues-
day passed a resolution which
condemns the creation of a faculty chit)
on the second floor of the Memorial
Union. and as such will inform the
UMaine Board of Trustees of their
view Feb. 27.
The GSS passed the resolution
previously at their meeting of Dec. 13,
and this measure will present Ahat
resolution to the BOT during their
meeting at Bagor Community College:
Ed Cutting, off-canfpus senator and
sponsor of the resolution, said that the
resolution showed the opinion of the
student body.
"This (the faculty club) is something
I think few people in here are in lavot
of." Cutting said. "I think we need to
make a clear and concise statement."
Cutting said that he thought the-C-lub
was discriminatory against students.
"I have trouble with this because
this is not a faculty club, this is a
non-student club," Cutting said.
"Everyone—faculty,.staff, the admin-
istration—evenyone is welcome except
the students.''
Maureen Largay, off-campus sena-
tor ,said that she had researched the
use of the Peabody Lounge, one of the
, rooms designated for use for the club,
Communiqug
Wednesday, Feb. 27
Entomology Seminar. Use
McGalliard: "Ento-Allergic
Responses in Humans." 207
Deering Hall. 10:10 a.rn.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 11 a.m.
German Language Table.
Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop.
Noon.
Botany and Plant Pathology
Seminar. Craig Greene:
"Polyploidy and Biogeography
in Calamagrotis (Poaceae)."
113 Deering Hall. Noon.
(continued from page 8)
•
,
as specified by the 'Peabody family.
"Both rooms are designated f6r
faculty use and faculty use only, but if
you ask the Peabody &MHz theyiZre
probably open to all' kinds
suggestions," Largay said.
In another resolution, the GSS
passed, the reotritnendatfou of the
Council of,Colleges'alendar Commit-
teeti,of the academic calendars, for the
1985-86 and the 1986-87 academic
year.
Craig Freskiley, student government'
preSident.--s`iid the calendars are both
similar in structure to the calendar
UMO is oh this year, and for 1984-85.
Cutting asked Freshley about the
plan to start some weeks on
Wednesdays, but on a Monday class
sequence, as is planned for next year.
"I feel very uncomfortable locking
us into something before we even
know it's going to work," Cutting said.
Freshley said that classes were
secondary to the problem of fitting 14
weeks of classes into the year.
"The main feeling of the Council of
Colleges is that academics are first and
that sporting events and other things
will depend on the academic sche-
dule," Freshley said.
Cutting said that the plan of having
the last final examination at 6:15 p.m
Union bids
by Colin Strainge
-Staff-Writer --
The American Federation of Teach-
ers. an AFL-CIO affiliate, is making a
bid for support among University of
Maine faculty.
In a mass mailing to faculty
throughout the UMaine system, the
AFT suggested the local bargaining
unit, the Associated Faculties of the
University of Maine, would be better
served by affiliating with AFT instead
,of the Maine Teacher's Association.
Carl Leinonen, an AFT official in
Maine said AFT is not trying to
dislodge the AFUM organization from
MTA but merely realign AFUM away
from MTA. There has been "... a wide
range of responses," Leinonen said.
Ii,ey issues mentioned in the
responses have been a lack of staffing
s ,„
Ed Cutting, an off-campus senator, sponsored a resolution which
condemns the creation of a faculty club. The GSS passed the
resolution. (McMahon photo)
just before Christmas was a concern of problem than having - a 6:15 p.m.his, 
exam." freshley said.
--Freshley said that if one or two exam 
periods were cut out of the schedule to
allow students to leave the campus•
earlier, the chances would "dramatic-
ally increase" of having more than
three exams scheduled on one day.
"That would pose an even greater
In other business, the GSS approved
Aimee DeArmott as the new student
government vice president of financial
affairs, to replace Mike Bernard. In
addition, the Wesley Fellowship was
given final club approval.
for faculty support
provided to AFUM by MTA during the
present contract negotioaticms and
lack of research support services
available through MTA.
"A lot of the problems (at the
University) are the result of MTA
neglect," Leinonen said. "It's going to
take politics to straighten things out
and that's where AFT is effective."
"That's an absurd assumption made
by a very rump union called the
American Federation of Teachers,"
Michael Butera, executive director of
MTA said in response to the idea AFT
might be more effective than MTA.
Butera said there has traditionally
been a feeling MTA has had troubte
relating to higher education problems
but those problems are being worked
out with the help of the AFUM
affiliation.
"They will be unsuccessful in their
attempts at the university," Butera
Slid of the AFThiction.
Richard Nightingale. UMO pres-
ident of AFUM, said although "we
have not been entirely happy with
MTA in the past" there has been
strong support for higher education
from MTA.
Response to the AFT mailings has
not been favorable, Nightingale said.
Charles Major, a member of the
AFUM contract negotiating team, said
the problem of past relations between
AFUM and MTA is being worked out.
The current stalemate with the
Chancellor's Office and the Board of
Trustees is not the result of a failure of
the unionlaelationship with MTA but
an unwillingness of the administration
to reach an agreement, Major said.
(see AFT page 9)
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Pothole season arrives early because of thaw
by Suzanna Mitchell
Staff Writer
Each spring cars on campus must
trt-::.! through a myriad of potholes, an
annual result of harsh Maine winters.
This year, the unusual thawing and
freezing "cycles have worsened road
conditions more than usual.
Peter Dufour, superintendent of
grounds and services, said three
inches of thawed ground with three
_feet of frost below is preventing water
from soaking into the ground. It then
freezes under the road and causes
them to heave.
He said temporary patching of
potholes is done with a coal patch mix
because repaving cannot by consid-
ered until the ground stabilizes.
Each year we try to do $30,000
worth of overlay (repaving)," Dufour
said. Roads arid parking lott in the
worst condition receive,priority. From
a list made by the grounds foreman
and an entiner, Duf6ut Otitnates. tke
,,arnthint of repair that can be done with
mr-H==-Js=,r=r-Jr=Jr==Jr=Jr=lr:=lr=mrr==Ju=-lrlr=-Ir=Yt=1.r-Jr- u7- -=Jq-4
the $30,000. Repaving is usually done
each August.
Dufour said they have not done as
much work •,s they ,want becaus,!. of
rising repaving costs. Repaying is
,charged in terms the material(s) used,
laying it down and rolling it. He said
five years ago paving material cost $14
per ton. Last year it cost $27.60 per
ton. .
There is usually an inch of overlay
put down, and on a 24-foot wide road
seven feet can be paved with one ton of
material, Dufour said.
A problem spot located between the
Maples and Merrill Hall heaves six
inches every spring, he said. A clay
and mud pocket under the road would
require that the road be dug out, a
screen put on the mud, and gravel put
down on top. It is expensive, he said.
Two or three years ago, an overlay
was put on that area and since then,
they have just done patch repairs.
'Uwe has not been the time or money
ito fully repair the area.
Last summer about half mile of the
Consiiit the Oracle!!
He will answer any and all questions'
The Maine CaInhus ,presents
Psychic Steven Brown
Workshops Wednesday, Feb. 29 7140 p.m. and
Thursday, March 1, 7-10 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Workshops will develop your ability to read people and
objects and obtain past, present and future information.
Workshops will also include instruction in:
psychic healing
meditation
self-hypnosis
creative visualization
energy channelling
Psychic readings available thurs 1-4
in North Lown Room. All tickets $4
Tickets, $4.00, available at
Memorial Union 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and at the Maine Campus
RESERVE NOW!!!
0
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Seniors!!
Will be shot on s„;*..
vo\TAN.That's right! Phi1,0--v)w ch(S_vof
Baker Studios in volo-Ivill be on
campus-Werl
Fri.,MP;to pot
set-10)
cit. your
al-. Lament in the
Senior Skulls Room
3rd floor Memorial
Union. Sittings are
FREE!!
This is your last chance to be included in the '84 Prism
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ten miles of roads on campus was
repaved. That included a number of
small areas along Long Road and
between Jenness Hall and the
English/Math building, Dufour said.
-4-
number pathways
repaved. /1? was The largest amount of
repaving done, on paths in the past five
year Paving pathways is more
expects_ ive than roads because the
material has to be laid by hand. He
said it costs $50 per ton, and for wider
walks, where a roller machine can be
used, it costs about $40 per ton.
were also
Classifieds
RAFT GUIDES WANTED. Unicorn
Rafting Expeditions will be on campus to
interview prospective guides on March I.
Training available. Contact Job Locator
Program, Career Planning & Placement.
Wingate Hall, 581-1343.
COME TO THE MOUNTAINS: Top
Brother/Sister camps in Poconos of
Pennsylvania- June 25-August 21.
Counsellor positions available: Tennis, arts
and crafts, photography, rock climbing,
computer, scouting, waterfront (WSI), all
land sports, and drama. -Call (215)224-
2100 or write M. Black, 110A Benson
East, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
BOSTON ADVENTURE- ,Explore
opportunities of exciting city while
working as live-in childcare worker. Many
openings, one year committment. Allene
Fisch, Childcare Placement Service, 149
Buciminister Road, Brookline, Mass.
02146. (617)566-6294.
Classifieds are 11.50 for the first twenty
words and 10 cents for each additional
word, per day.
Walks are rep_aired when the safety
factor is in question. If they could be
hazardous to pedestrians or wheel-
‘hairs. then they are repaved.
Dufour said during mid
-April or
• - -
C 
• 
early May, his office will begin to
assess campus road damage to begin
planning for August repairs.
People have come to the grounds
and services office complaining about
damage done to their cars from
potholes on College Avenue near
Alfond Arena, Dufour said. But
College Avenue is under the jurisdic-
tion of the town of Orono.
John Linker, an employee with the
Orono Public Works Department Said
he does not know of any complaints
from people who have had their cars
damaged by potholes on College
Avenue. He said the town repairs
potholes but any repaving has to be
done with permission from the state
highway Maintenance Division be-
cause College Avenue (Route 2A), is a
"state aid road," or a road partially
maintained by the state.
March
of
Dimes
SAVES BABIES
HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS
STUDENT MD.
It takes more than brains to go to college.It takes money. For tuition, room and board, andbooks.
The Army College Fund is designed to helpyou get that money for college while serving your
country.
If 8rou qua14; you can join the Army CollegeFund when you join the Army. For every dollaryou put in, Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more.
. So, after just two years in the Army11
 you canhave up to $15,200 for college. After three years,
up to $20,100.
To wt your free copy of the Army College Fundbooklet, call or visit your local Army Recruiter. It
could be the most important book you've ever read.
US Army Recruiting Station
344 Harlow Street
Bangor — Tel, 94 2-7 153
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Psychic to reveal both future and past
by Ed Manzi .
Staff Writer
Psychic teven Brown says he
enjoys people who are skeptical about
his abilities because, "you might be
more willing to check it out."
Brown, who will speak at UMO next
week, says his psychic instruction will
help students feel more alive and
healthy so that they may know
themselves better.
"My information is so right It will
blow you away," Brown said. "I am a
person who has been guided to show
and demonstrate what psychic abilities
are within each person."
Brown said he became interested in
the psychic realm four years ago when
some friends invited him to their house
because he was feeling depressed. "I
was looking for guidance," he said. "I
was trying to get my life straight when
I came across two people who allowed
spiritual entities to speak through
themselves to me. What these entities
said was so truthful, I didn't want to
believe them. - •
Brown says he enters an altered
state through meditation where he
contacts "spirit guides" who speak
through him.
"I do this work because I've been
directed by the guides to teach others.
These guides are good, pure. I am
here to assist others."
A native from the "North Shore" of
Massachusetts. Brown earned a
degree in mechanical engineering at
Northeastern University. For 15 years
he worked in the aerospace industry
before he became a full-time psychic
medium and instructor.
He is employed as a psychic medium
SUMMER JOB
Cope Cod. Manna's Vineyard, and Nantucket he.o
thousands of good paying jobs available to Modems
mod Wacker, IN, summer. A Directory hang these
robs by v.- Moyer also includes complete housing
ell° and job *pelicans... forms. Summer 1164 dux
tory ready now. For copy Send 1100 Oncludes
Class Pottage and IkanfMne) Irk
'CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Boa 594, Room 801
Barnslabte, MA 1:12630
BIBLE STUDY
Tonight, 6:30
South Bangor Room
+ Maine Christian Association
arwith S em, Mass. renowned "Psychic
Connettions," does reading§,at home
and teaches three classes in Cam-
bridge, Swampscott and Peabody,
Mass.
Brown will offer workshops at UMO
on Wednesday. Feb. 29, and Thurs-
day. March 1, from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
Sutton Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Workshops will help students develop
Give every
NEWBORN
the
advantage
March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation
Who tickles your ears?
Noon Prayer, Drummond Chapel
- + 
12:20, Thursday
+ ▪ Maine Christian Association
LINIVERSITVCINEMAS STILLWATER AVE
OLD TOWN
Student Discounts 827-38S0
MERYL STREEP DAILY01
KURT RUSSELL (HER ' 2:00„,
SILKWOODIE . 6:045:1•71,1an8‘20th CENTURY. F 01 i.Z 7 
Hollywood Hooker -
by night
ANGEL
DAILY
2:00,
7:15 &
9:15
OPEN RUSH
DINNER
the brothers ofigma
Phi Epsilon invite all males
interested in fraternity life
to dinner on
AT
SIGMA
PHI
EPSILON
Thursday, February 23 at 4:30 p.m.
their psychic powess so that they will
understand themselves and others
better, Brown said.
"You will knAr how good I am by
the way you feel about yourself
afterward," Brown said. "Students
will be able to ask my guide questions
and the group and I will go through a
series of exercises."
Private 10-minute readings will be
held on Thursday, March 1, from 10 to
4 p.m. •Ir
Brown said one of his most
successful readings "happened"
when he predicted that one of his
clients would travel extensively and
haye critical meetings with key people
that would boost his client's career and
enhance his life. He specifically
described the types of people,
although he could not give names. the
client returned months later seeking
more guidance. Brown was absolutely
correct.
town So.— is eager to come to
UMØ-because he says college students
"tune in" easier because they have
not been totally "programmed" yet.
There was really nothing "hocus-
pocus" about it. There were no
anything. Steve simply closed his
eyes, went into deep meditation, and
then he answered my questions. I'd
say he was about 80 percent correct
with his predictions (these that have
happened so far—some were long
range).
Some people say, "Those psychics
are phonies. They always feed you
such general information,- they are
bound to be right."
Marilyn Chambers in
Rated X
Friday, February 24
137 Bennett Hall
$2.00
Presented by U.M.O. Men's Rugby Club
Tickets on sale Friday
5:30 at Bennett Hall
Shows at
6, 8, 10, 12
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orld/U.S.  News M.
U.S. marines, officially withdraw from Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—U.S. Navy
helicopters flew to a Marine base at
Beirut's airport and back to warships
in the Mediterranean Tuesday as the
Marine withdrawal from Beirut offic-
ially got under way.
Israeli jets, meanwhile, bombed and
strafed positions in the Syrian-
controlled mountains east of the
capitol.
"Today the support people have
gone and we're working on the combat
gear," said Marine spokesman Maj.
Dennis Brooks. "Today is the first day
of th‘ relocation" of the 1,300 combat
troops standing by 'since President
•-• Reagan announced
 Feb. 7  his plan to
%--17tthdraw them. A 
-
Brooks said he could not say how
many Marine were withdrawn Tues-
day. He estimated it would take a week
or two to evacuate the base at Beirut's
airport. Since the base was established
in September 1982, 265 U.S. service-
men have died in Lebanon.
The airport has been virtually
circled by anti-government militias
since last Wednesday, when Druse
fighters drove to the coast south of the
base, linking up with their Shiite allies
and further undermining the govern-
ment of Christian President Amin
Gemayel. _
"I'm ready to go. I've got women to
meet and beers_to_drink," said
 
I a nce 
Cpl. Samuel Lee, 20. ,of Miami, Fla..
as he moved out. Asked about the
Marines' mission, he said, "We were
just trying to restore peace. It doesn't
look like. it happened."
Brooks said the Marines would leave
their bunkers and foxholes intact. He
added, "I haven't been informed
who's going to be taking over these
positions but they're welcome to
them."
Akef Haidar, a former Lebanese
army coloneL now chief of military of
Amal, the largest_ Shiite militia, said
his forces would not take over the
airport positions because they hold
better ,posts in the area.
:The-Israeli command sai-d its jets
struck at four buildings described as
guerrilla bases along the Beirut-
Damascus highway in the central
mountains and returned safely after
the 20-minute midmorning raid.
Radio stations said the targets near
Rhaindoun were occupied by Syrian-
backed Palestinian guerrillas and
some were set afire.
Since the Druse offensive a week
ago, the Israeli army has been sending
patrols north of the Israeli defense line
at the Awali River to the outskirts of
Damour, 12 miles south of Beirut.
Israeli Prime Minis4er Yitzhak
Shamir, in Brussels. Belgium, said
Israel does not intend "at this stage"
--to- -move forces-
 
- into permanent
positions north of the Awali. '
Democratic candidates set sights in N.H.
by Donald M. Rothberg
AP Political Writer
Taking no time out to celebrate their
Iowa victories, Walter F. Mondale and
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart turned their
attention on Tuesday to New
Hampshire and the next big events an
the Democratic presidential circuit.
Hart. who surged to a second-place
finish in Iowa, was out early in New
Hampshire the morning after, telling
a crowd in Bedford that Mondale's
suppport is "very soft."
But Mondale's chief pollster insist-
ed the foriter vice presidnet is seen as
the candidate with the most exper-
ience and that negative attacks on him
backfired on his rivals.
Mondale received 48.9 percent of
the votes, Hart had 16.4 percent and
McGovern 10.2 percent. Glenn re-
ceived 3.4 percent of the Iowa votes.
All eight Democratic candidates
were making their way to New
Hampshire for a League of Women
Voters debate on Thursday where they
Will sharpen their appeals for New
Hampshire's first-in-the-nation pri-
mary next week,/
Hart descried! his second-place
showing in-Iowa as "a big boost" and
said. "Hopefully, it does turn this into
a Hart-Mondale races'. It sets up a
contest between the party's future and
'its past."
Mondale left early Tuesday for New
Hampshire after Iowa Democrats gave
him nearly half their votes-in Monday
night's precinct caucuses. His success
in locking up delegates to the national
convention this summer in San
Francisco was even more substantial.
The former vice president's showing
appeared to give him 48 of the SO
delegates who will be apportioned on
the basis of the precinct caucus
results. Eight other Iowa convention
delegates will be officially uncommit-
ted.
The Iowa results boosted Mondale' s
delegates total to 118. Sen. John Glenn
was in second place with 17. The totals
include House Democrats who were
selected as delegates by their
colleagues last month.
House continues; to block
beer at Guides' games
AUGUSTA (AP)—While, a heavily
debated bill to allow beer and wine
sales in the Maine Guides' baseball
stadium remained pigeonholed Tues-
day in the House, the state's
alcoholic-beverages chief said his
agency can grant a license without a
bill's passage.
Meanwhile, the owner of the
Guides, Jordan Kobritz, said Tuesday
he has nothing to gain from the bill in
its present revised form and no longer
supports it.
As it now reads, the bill would
permit consumption and purchases in
special areas of the stadium, but not in
the stands.
The director of the Bureau of
Alcoholic Beverages, Guy A.
Marcotte. said his agency can grant a
Class A restaurant license to sell beer
and wine as long as concession stands
sell $15,000 worth of food a year,
pro- ide menus and serve full
-course
mals.
The full-course meals "don't have to
range from soup to nuts," Marcotte
said. They could come up with
luncheons, and hamburger and hot-dog platters."
Kobritz had not decided Tuesday
whether to seek the license. Describ-ing himself as "an absolute and total
teetotaler," Kobritz said the amended
-bill doesn't accomplish __what he _
:Wanted: for fans to be able to sip beer
while watching a game from the
stands.
"I never anticipated this kind ,of
opposition," said Kobritz, a former
assistant prosecutor. "You'd think I'm
pushing cocaine to 3-year
-olds."
The Ballpark, which is the name of
the new stadiunt' in Old Orchard
Beach. is scheduled to open in April.
A two-thirds vote in both houses is
needed for final passage if the
emergency bill is to take effect
immediately. With only a majority
vote, the bill' could not take effect until
90 days after the close of the session,
probably delaying the effective date
until mid
-July.
"The harsh negatives that John
Glenn and others have been aiming at
us, came back in on them," Peter
Hart, the Mondale campaign pollster.
said at a morning-after firiefing.
"Glenn was the big loser in Iowa.
finishing fifth. Interviewed On the CBS
Morning News, Glenn recalled Ronald
Reagan's experience in Iowa four
years ago when he was narrowly
defeated in the Republican caucuses
by George Bush.
"I can remember someone else who
got defeated in Iowa four years ago,
who's now the incumbent president,"
said the Ohio senator.
Also appearing on the CBS shov.
was. Sen. Alan Cranston of California,
who had hoped to finish third and
ended up fourth.
StuOnts stage sit-in to
protest fraternity closings
AMHERST, Mass. (AP)—After
staging a sit-in the president's office,
Amherst College students said they'd
start a hunger strike Tuesday to
protest the administration's move to
ban fraternities on campus.
More than 200 students occupied
the college president's office in a
peaceful 9 a.m.-to-4 p.m. demonstra-
tion Monday, but they failed to sway
officials at the exclusive liberal arts
school.
Acting President G. Armour Craig
simply shut the door to his private
office when the students barged into
the reception area, and left the
building shortly before noon, declining
to comment on the occupation.
The students contend they have
been ignored in the debate over
fraternities. At least 14 students said
they would begin a three-day fast after
lunch Tuesday to show their concern.
In the fall, faculty members voted to
urge abolition of the 160
-year-old
fraternity systemi
_saying things hadn't
improved much since 1978 when a
college accrediting committee criticized
the "appalling" and "sheer gross
behavior" it encountered at several
houses.
College trustees fare scheduled to
decide whether to convert the graceful
fraternity houses that line the town
green into other housing Friday and
Saturday at their meetings in New
York City.
"The trustees have paid lip service
to due process, but in fact it has been a
closed issue," said Chris Bragdon, a
member of Alpha Delta Phi, who said
he would participate in the hunger
strike, scheduled to end at. 6 p.m.
Saturday.
This fall, the faculty voted 90-29 to
recommend abolishing the eight-
house. 624-student fraternity system.
Alumni officers said their polls showed
graduates were split on the issue. But
a poll by the student newspaper
keepingstudents a A
showed
dnts
about 
 mherst t
percent
 ;v o ed f tb 5)
the social organizations.
College spokesman Doug Wilson
said students' opinions were solicited.and 190 letters they wrote wereforwarded to the trustees.
Mary Dagustino of Rockport, N.Y.,president of Psi Upsilon fraternity,
said the students did not meet with
the
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,Sen Hart_ plans `guerrilla campaign
WASHINGTON (AP)—Democratic
presidential candidate Sen. Gary Hart
plans to exploit his .second place finish
in the Iowa caususes by working hard
in Nev, --ampshire and then waging a
"guerrilla campaign" to nibble away '
at Walter F. Mondale's big lead and
well-financed organizations.
"We are not going to play by
Mondale's rules," Oliver Henkel
U.S. says Soviets
innocent of
chemical
warfare
WASHINGTON (AP)—The United
States said Tuesday it had no evidence
that the Soviets used chemical
weapons irt Afghanistan in the past
year, and-that toxic chemicals killed
fewer people in Cambodia and Laos
than in 1982.
The State Department report con-
trasted sharply with previous U.S.
assertions that more than 10,000
t people have been killed by chemical
weapons in Afghanistan, Laos and
Cambodia, where rebel forces are
opposing communist governments.
The report, which didn't explain
the apparent decline, was the latest in
a series submitted to the United
Nations in support of U.S. allegations
that the Soviets use chemical weapons
in foreign conflicts. A U.N.-sponsored
investigation two years ago found the
evidence inconclusive.
Meanwhile. the Soviet Union made
what it termed a "concession" in talks
at Geneva, Switzerland, that are
intended to draft a proposed treaty
banning chemical weapons. The
Soviets said they were ready "in
. principle" to accept international
inspection of plants where gas
weapons are destroyed.
The United States plans to give its
official response Thursday -to the
Soviet move at the 40-nation Confer-
ence. on Disarmament.
Washington officials, however, said
the Soviets' past refusal to accept
on-site inspection has been a major
obstacle to .any new agreement on
banning nerve gases and destroying
stockpiles of such weapons.
The State Department report said
the United States could not confirm a
single Soviet nerve gas attack last year
in Afghanistan, despite several report-
ed incidents.
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Hart's campaign manager, said in an
interview Tuesday. "We are going to
go our own way."
Meanwhile. in New Haransh--T, the
Colorado setator predicted that after
that state's primary election next
Tuesday, he will replace. Sen. John
Glenn as the principar—rival to
Mondale.
"I think this will be a two-person
race and I'll win it," said Hart, who
attracted 15 percent of Iowa Demo-
crats compared with Mondale's- 45
percent. Glenn had 5 percent for a
sixth place finish—behind four other
candidates and an uncommitted/slate.
At the very least, Hart said '11
become known among millions of
potential supporters nationwide and
attract much- more money to a
campaign that has operated on a low
budget from the start.
But Hart's strategists concede that
happerisoc4-r Hampshire is
another matter.
Even before the Iowa caucuses,
Hart's organization in New Hampshire
was rated second behind Mondale's
and his fund-raising had tripled,
compared with last fall and winter.
Hart has been gaining steadily in
New Hampshire in polls taken amoung
Democrats and independents, rising
four points to 12 percent in a Boston
Globe survey in late January,
compared with 18 percent for Glenn.
But even if Hart finishes a strong
third, or second in New Hampshire,
the focus of the presidential campaign
shifts to important states where his
9
campaign strategists say he will be
unable to take advantage of moment-
um developed in Iowa and New
.rpshire.
On March 13, known as "Super
Tuesday," there are 11 primaries and
caucuses, including Florida. Okla-
homa, Alabama and Georgia. Hart
has almost no organization in Florida
or Oklahoma, although he plans some
campaigning in Georgia.
March
.of
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SAVES BABIES
"Can he really create?" a girl whispered.
...Heavens no!" Arthur exclaimed.
"He never created an ad in his life."
They Laughed When I Sat Down
to Create an Ad
But When I Won the Competition!-
ARTHUR had recently createdan ad for his Advertising 101class. The room rang with
accolades for his accomplishment. I
decided that this would be a dramatic
moment for me to make my debut. To
the amazement of all of my friends, I
strode confidently over to the type-
writer and sat down.
"Jack is up to his old tricks:' some-
body chuckled. The crowd laughed„
They were all ,certain that I couldn't
create a single thing.
"Can he really create?" I heard a girl
whisper to Arthur.
"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed. .
"He never created an ad in all his life
... But just you watch him. This is
going to be good."
I decided to make the most of the
situation. With mock dignity rtook a
blank piece of paper from the drawer
and with a flourish inserted it behind
the platen and rolled it in place. Then
I rose and adjusted the chair and threw
---,back my imaginary tuxedo tails.
."What do you think of his execu-
tion?" called a voice from the rear.
"We're in favor of it!" came back the
answer, and the crowd rocked with
laughter.
Then I Started to Create
Instantly a tense silence fell on the
guests. The laughter died on their lips
as if by magic I created a copy
approach and headline. I heard gapes
of ama7ement. My friends, sat breath-
less — spellbound!
I wrote on and as I wrote I forgot the,.
people around me. I forgot the hour, the
place, the breathless crowd. The little
world I lived in seemed to fade —
seemed to grow dim — unreal. Only the
creativity was real. Only the concept
and visions it brought me. Visions as
beautiful and as changing as the clas-
sic advertising of John Caples and
other great tnasters.
A Complete Triumph! .
As the last words filled the paper. I
sketched a writer's rough of the layout
and illustration. The room resounded
with a sudden roar of applause. I found
myself surrounded by excited faces.
How my friends carried on! Men shook
my hand — wildly congratulated me —
pounded me on t.14 back in their
enthusiasm! Everybody was exclaim-
ing with delight — plying me with
rapid questions . .. "Jdtic! Why didn't
you tell us you could create like that?"
"Where did you learn?" —• "How
long have you studied?" — "Who was
your teacher?" -
- "Creating advertising is an art and
a science," I replied. "With just a little
self confidence and some study on the
principles I've discovered that I have
talent. I'm now ready to try my hand
and enter the 1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising Competition.'
.us more about the Competi-
tion," they all demanded.
How I Found Out About
the 1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising
Competititon
And then I explained that the Col-
lege Media Advisers, my college news-
paper and Dodge Division of The New
Chrysler Corporation were sponsoring
a Creative Advertising Competition
open to all students on campus. "The
Competition is really, swell,- I
exclaimed.
The 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z
Competition Subject Produc.t_
Then I told them the whole story.
"I saw an interesting ad in the cam-
pus newspaper," I continued. 'It
sounded challenging."
"It's a national contest judged by
advertising profgssionals and practi-
tioners. I sent for; the Competition Kit
and got all the rules and procedures.
They even sent me actual marketing
reference on the subject product with
copy.points and objectives.
"The information arrived promptly
and I started in that vel, night to
study the background. I was amazed to
see how easy it was to participate"
"My entry is due on March 24 and Ijust know that I'll be a finalist."
Fame and Fortune Awaits.
You too, can now enter the 1984 Col-
lege Newspaper Creatawe Advertising
Competition. Entering students must
develop one print advertisement fea-
turing the 1984 subject product — the
1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z. You may
work alone or in teams.
The submissions will be reviewed tiy
the national judging committee and
each campus winner will have his/her
ad appear in the sponsoring .college
newspaper.
First. Second and Third Place
national winners will be selected by the
same panel. The national awards are:
First Place
Winning ad placed in all
participating college
newspapers nationwide.
$3,000 Scholarship
CMA "Golden Pencil" Award
Second Place
$1,000 Scholarship
CMA "Silver Pencil" Award
Third Place
$500 Scholarship
CMA "Bronze Pencil" Award
• Send for All the
Competition Information
There are no entry fees. Pick up an
entry form at this participating col-
lege newspaper office, or fill out the
entry form included in this ad.
CMA
1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising Competition
P.O. Box 121
Princeton, New Jersey 013540
(201)874-4923 v
Please  Competition send me the mtitio Kit.N
•
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Par for the course
STEVE BULLARD
American'success
uesday, February 21 marked a day of
great historical significance for the people
of Nicaragua. Tuesday was the 50th
anniversary of the death of Augusto Sandino, the
martyred hero_of-tht-Nicaraguan revolution.
Printed in today's Maine Campus Magazine is a
story dealing with Nicaragua's revolution, its
origins, its relationship to the United States, and
where it seems to be headed.
Why publish a story about a third-world
country somewhere in Latin America? The answeris simple: Our tax money—approximately $50
million so far—has been going to fund an
undeclared war against the Nicaraguan people, a
covert effort bent on overthrowing a government
supported overwhelmingly by the Nicaraguanpeople.
As the story in today's Magazine makes clear,this is not the first time America has intervenedin Nicaragua. Sandino's martyrdom grew, in fact,from his heroic efforts to resist the "gun-boatdiplomacy" the American government practicedfrom 1927 to 1933. Then, as now, Nicaragua's
struggle was for national sovereignty—that is, the
right of a nation to dictate its own policy anddirect its own economy.
The American "success" during the late
'20s and early '30s was the establishment
of a dictator by American Marines who ruled
Nicaragua ruthlessly until his downfall in 1979,
the year the revolution of the Nicaraguan people
succeeded.
41.
Americans are connected to the affairs of the
Nicaraguans today just as they were 50 years
ago, not only because our money is supporting
American military action in Nicaragua, butbecause we are. witnessing a struggle for
sovereignty that, parallels closely to the American
revolution over)two hundred years ago.
Whether we as Americans choose to supportU.S. covert military action in Nicaragua is, of
course, our choice as individuals. First though,
Americans must gain awareness of U.S. military
actions in the region, an awareness that less thanhalf the American public now has, according to
recent polls. Americans would do well to
remember that U.S. actions 50 years ago played adeciding role in landing current policy where it is.Then, as now, the U.S. is forcing the Nicaraguangovernment to turn away from America.
GEORG-EE,wHERE DEED t Go)
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Blue bears
Is it any wonder our Maine Black
.7._ar has turned blue?
Last spring, at the behest ofbasketball player Paul Cook, then
men's Assistant Basketball Coach
Peter Gavett visited our journalism
seminar class. Cook was making a
presentation on the media and college
sports, and the - topic drifted to the
rampant cheating going on throughout
American universities.
Paul Tukey, then sports editor of the
Maine Campus, wondered aloud, "If
everyone does it, then surely Maine
must be guilty of some infraction."
He asked Gavett to reveal an instance
to the class, with the promise it would
never leave the room.
Gavett's voice lowered noticeably,
and he  put his head
 _in I__Ais_hands.
"OK, there was just one thing" he
murmured. "But it must never 'leave
this room. Never."
All of the 12 or so people in the room
eagerly leaned forward.
"It involved Cookie here," Gavett
said. Cook's face turned white. "Yes.
It involved cash. Cookie, you see, gave
us $3,000 to accept him here."
Sorry Paul, the jig is up. Seriously,
however, our blue bear needs a breath
of fresh air, though I doubt he'll get
his natural color back anytime soon.
Sports fans have seen bad things at
UMO lateljr, notably the stabbing
death of a football player in New York,
the suspension of star pitcher Billy
Swift and the resignation of the hockey
coach.
Why, our Pit isn't even the Pit
anymore, according to the athletic
deprtment. That's too bad. Of course.
I don't blame Athletic Director Stuart
Haskell. Alumni have put pressure on
him because they feel the name "The
Pit" is derogatory to its real name,
"The Memorial Gym," named for men
who died in World War I.
The Pit also seldom lives up to its
name anymore. Ten years ago Sports
Illustrated, in an article, "Snake bit in
The Snake Pits," named the Memorial
Gym as one of the five toughest places
in the nation for visiting teams to play.
The noise from the packed crowds was
so bad the teams had to take their time
outs at the foul line so the players
could hear the coach. That atmosphere
is gone, but the special nickname it
brought, "The Pit," isn't. Nor should .
it be. It is not derogatory.
"Kids now no longer think of sports
as a fun thing to do," former major
league baseball pitcher Jim Bouton
told an audience at Hauck Auditorium
Monday night. He called Swift's 18
game suspension by the NCAA for
talking to an agent "insane."
"If a .kicl was acting in summer-
qtock, wthirdThe be thrown out of a
drama school?," Bouton asked. "If
any of the kids in art school sold a
painting, would he be drummed out of
college? You go to school to learn
your chosen profession and to get ajob. A kid tries to do this and he
can't play anymore."
Bouton's right. Why shouldn't Swiftbe able to test the waters? I write for
and get paid by a newspaper outside
the Maine Campus, yet I still can write
for the Campus. No one took away my.
scholarship. Swift is no different.
I've always been a college sportsfan, and always will be. But the bearisn't the only one needing a breath of
fresh air. So do I.
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The past in today's song
How can I describe the Psaltery? A
contemporary folk du.) comprised of Orono
musicians Don Hinkley and Lilianne Labbe? No,
too simple.
How about if I start out with their
accomplishments? Besides having performed
throughout the country, Don and Lii put out
their first album, "(in Canadien Errant," which
solely featured traditional French-American music,in 1980. And that their second album, "Crossing
Borderlines," should be out within the next six
months. And that they were the first Americans
to participate in a summer tour sponsored by the
Rural Organization for Music in France. And
that they ,will be performing at Hauck
Auditorium, Wednesday, Feb. 22..
How about if I attempt to deStribe .the blend
of . Lirs clear, strong voice against—A-41's softer,
warm voice...or the thoughtful, sometimeshaunting, original compositions written by Don?
How about if I let the Psaltery speak forthemselves?
CAMPUS: You've probably been asked thisthousands of times, but why call yourselves-The
Psaltery?
DON: A psaltery is a 12-stringed instrument fromthe 12th century. Since we play two six-stringguitars, we thought it would fit. I think the firstgig we played together besides a university gig
was Miller's (in Bangor) and they wanted a
name. They didn't want our names. They said,
"You've got to have a name for our marquee."So we just made that up. They billed us as
"Prime rib, $5.95." They didn't use the name
after we made it up.
CAMPUS: And that was when?
LIL: Wasn't that '74? '73?
DON: Yeah, some thing like that. '74.
LIL: Actually our first gig was in August. Wegot together in the spring—met in the spring.Miller's was the first thing. Then in October weplayed in the Gym. We were the opening act forJonathan Edwaras.
CAMPUS: What were you doing before you
started together?
DON: I was still playing music. It must havebeen for about three years before that I wasplaying in different combinations of bands—
solos, duos and making a living at that. And Lil
was selling credit in New Jersey. You had justgotten back from Europe?
LIL: I had just gotten back from New Jersey.DON: Oh. There's a difference, I guess.
CAMPUS: Oh, how could you tell?
DON: "See historic old-world New Jersey."LIL: I had been living in New Jersey. It was a
mistake. I didn't mean to do it. And I cameback—I had gone to Europe before that, Don—Icame back to live in Orono. That was the PhilSpaulding ere, in the Abenaki office. Were youfamiliar with Abenaler Experimental College? Iwas hanging aroudn there and was starting to getjobs working at Baldacci's playing alone inBenjamin's—those kinds of jobs, when I kept
running into Don. I had been away from theuniversity so long I didn't know who DonHinkley was, but everyone around me seemed to.So I kept running into him and he looked quiteinteresting and shortly thereafter there was abenefit at the Ram's Horn. We were both playingthere. He was playing with Bob Harrington and Iwas playing alone. Somebody said, "You guysshould do something together. Try this song."And we though it sounded s000 good that wefelt maybe the three of us should play together.DON: And try to get rich.
LIL: And Bob Harrington just sort of fadedaway.
DON: He decided to become a lawyer. He's alawyer for the Nav—y—now.
CAMPUS: Don, you were studying engineering
and decided to leave it. Why?
DON: The biggest reason for that—I really likedthe field—I didn't particularly like the type ofpeople I think I would have been working with
-1-:-;411111111*
Liz Cash
the rest of my life. It might have been that I was
too idealistic at the time. But I thought they
didn't have a whole lot of social conscience, at
the time. Since then my opinion has changed.
But everyone seemed 'very closed into what they
were doing rather than exploring or being
creative. I thoght there was a lot of room for
creativity in engineering but at the time, everyone
was more or less geared into going into industry.
Becoming a cog in the industrial wheel. It did
not appeal to me.
CAMPUS: Have you guys always.been singing?
DON: Lil has. I started playing guitar when I
was about 12 and played in rock bands for about
eight or 10 years. But you always played the
same kind of stuff, Lil. I played a little of
everything. I played some country for a while. I
accompanied some opera singers for a while. Did
a little of everything.
LIL: I always sang in church, and in chorus at
school. Everyone always knew I sang. No matter
where I was when I was little—weddings, they'd
trot out this little girl. They'd trot me out to the
microphone and say, "Sing." The one I used to
sing the most was (breaking into song), "I don't
know why I love you like I do..." That's the
kind of stuff I used to sing when I was little.
CAMPUS: How do you choose what you choose
to perform? Are there certain areas that you
don't want to-touch? I can't imagine Lil singing
Carly Simon's "Jesse," for instance.
DON: There are a lot of things we would do if
we had a band—that would be really wonderful—
that we just can't do because of instrumentation.
LIL: I even auditioned for a rock band when I
really didn't know what I was doing, when I first
got back from new Jersey. But it was an option,
something I could have gone into, I supposo.
Later I discovered that I needed voice lessons,
because I was losing my voice. That opened up a
new thing to me because I had never thought of
my voice that much, about training It, and
making it beautiful. Before, I thought I had a
good voice because everybody said that I did.
DON: Well, you did. You just weren't using it
right.
LIL: You think there's a limit to how high you
can go. You just don't think about it. Don't
want to mess with it because people said if you
take lessons you'll only ruin your voice. When 1
discovered I had to take lessons or else I'd get
laryngitis all the time and lose it, that really was
a big step for me. I was really scared. My
teacher was so wonderful—Pat Stedry made a big
difference in our whole career, actually.
DON: Not just in. our voices but in the way we
listened to things. 1,i1 would sing "e" for an
entire month until aie got it right. Eventually
both of our. ears got trained to hear the
subtleties. We would just look at each other and
say, "What does she mean? I don't hear it."
LIL: Before that, I used to really admire people
like Joni Mitchell, and I loved Linda Ronstadt
and all these people tI)at now I don't even want
to listen to. Before I used to really, really, .really
like them and then,- after taking lessons and
trying to hear what I wanted, now I listen to
them and it actually hurts my throat. I feel
sympathy pains—I say, "Oh, that must hurt."
And people who really screech and scream—it
offends my wears so much. It's not that I don't
think they're good anymore, it's just that I don't
particularly want to emulate them at all. I'm
looking for this pure sound, you know, this nice,
pure, clear tone, and there aren't that many
people who use it.
CAMPUS: Who comes close?
LIL: I think opera people do, but even then I
don't know any opera people I like. What they're
doing is so.. .stiff. It would sound awful for the
type of music that we do. Joan Baez comes close
but sometimes she gets this real thick sound. I
want it to sound really effortless,-and the biggest
compliments that have been paid to me in the
past few years are when people come up to me
and say, "I don't believe how you make it sound
so easy. You just open your mouth and it comes
out. You don't even work at it." That's exactly
what I want. If I can do that a couple of times
a night, that's a big deal for me.
CAMPUS: If you had to categorize your music,
what would you say it was?
DON:AWe'd like it to be pretty eclectic. It's
probably not as eclectic as we'd like it to be. It's
probably a mixture of folk or folk-based
contemporary music and classical and jazz, I
guess. There's a lot of classical technique
(see PSALTERY page ithi)
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Katherine Eves
Winning an election is not always
the most important goal in politics.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson is a case in
point. I believe there are several
benefits that will inure to the
Democratic Party. in particular its
progressive wing, from the candidacy
of Jesse Jackson for the presidency of
the Unitedstates.
Jackson's biography is unusual for a
presidential candidate. He was born
on Oct. 8, 1941. the illegitimate son of
a South Carolina sharecropper. He was
educated in segregated schools. At the
age of fifteen, Helen Burns, his
mother, married Charles Jackson, who
adopted Jesse soon after. Early in his
life. Jackson was called to the
ministry. His work in the community
brought Jackson to the civil right's
movement of the 1960s. There he
learned the power of the vote. He also
discovered many people joined
together in a common purpose I can
have substantial influence in the
political process.
Jackson's difference from the
normal upbringing makes him
interesting to the voters and a power to
reckon with, at least in the South. He
has several goals in running for
president: registering black voters,
helping form a "rainbow coalition."
expanding the influence of blacks in
the Democratic Party. forcing issues
on the agenda of the Democratic Party,
and most importantly, defeating
Ronald Reagan and his so-called
economic programs. A black
candidate, especially with Jackson's
Run Jesse Run
background, is in a good position to
accomplish these goals. He is a
welcon— addition..,- t the political
process. •
Jackson is the only black candidate
in the coming campaign. This is both a
strength and a weakness. America
may not be ready for a black
president yet, but with Jackson's
support and that of his constituency,
the actual Democratic nominee will
not win in November.
Jackson has launched an extensive
voter registration drive in the South.
He is the only candidate who can stir
the interest of the dormant black
population. Jackson is from the South;
he speaks the language. He
understands the problems and the
hardships of blacks and other
disenfranchised people. He,-vo—i-c-61
.# their concerns. The minority voters 'of
the South have hope that change can
and will occur. -
Women, blacks. Indians,
unemployed, th., ,—ng, the old, the
left, the poor and others have joined
the "rainbow coalition." These
traditional Democratic voters have
parted from the old-line party
candidates. Jackson has addressed
their needs by advocating
improvements in America's social
service system. He proposes welfare
for the needy and programs to help
people pull themselves out of poverty.
Jackson has virtually promised that a
woman will be his running mate,
putting pressure on the other
Democrats to follow his lead. The
other candidates have not taken a hard
line in opposition to the Reagan
policies. Jackson, who is outside the
regular party structure, has voiced
opposition on Grenada and Lebanon.
FRIDAY, FEB. 24, 1984
AT 8:00 p.m.
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
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He has called for a halt in the nuclear
arms race, racial equality and
corpv,,•..e accouh'..:..lpility. These aff,.. ale
issues of the liberals and minorities in
-the entire country, especially those in
the South. The "rainbow coalition"
will follow Jackson to the polls, and not
the wishy-washy white Democratic
politicians.
The strength of the Jackson coalition
is that it has the potential to loom
larger, and to last longer, than the'
campaign that launched it. He is a
"wild card" and, as a national figure
with nplitical strength, he can
challengt state, local and party
regulations that exclude blacks and
others from participating in the
political process. The party needs thie
votes of this coalition of classes, but to
get them it must address the problems
and goals of these disenfranchised
people. In the South and the
Northeast, members of the coalition
will be running for statehouse offices,
Congress and for lower level state
offices. Jackson is forcing the
Democratic Party to address the needs
and desires of the "rainbow coalition."
There is strength in numbers and
Jackson has proven his organizational
abilities by bringing all these diverse
groups together to open up the
political process tomore participants.
Jackson's purpose, ito renegotiate the
relationship betlanten'iblacks and the
Democratic Party.
Affirmative action, equal
opportunity, jobs, training, housing,
education, urban poverty and hunger
are the issues that Jackson and his
"rainbow coalition" will make a major
part of the Democratic agenda.
The goal is 200 delegates for
Jackson at the Democratic National
Convention. 41though a minority, such
a strength is Sufficient to influence the
Democratic Platform and ensure that it
is carried out. Jackson has experience
in negotiating platform planks. As a
member of the Freedom Democratic
Party in 1964, Jackson submitted anti-
poverty-and civil rights planks to the
while leaders at the Democratic
National Convention, Hubert H.
Humphrey and Lyndon B. Johnson
needed the black vote to win the
election and so agreed to their
inclusion, but these sections ,of the
platform were forgotten by
establishment politicians. Blacks did
not. Now, through Jackson and his
coalition, they have more power and
(continued on page 6M)
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URGENT CARE
Certified family physicians treating all ages, No appointment needed.
Minimal or no waiting. Open seven days a week from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
X-Ray, Lab, EKG, Function Testing done in office.
All visits confidential. On bus line.
Certified Family Physicians Treating
Fractures Sprains Minor Surgery Medical
Emotional Accidents Physicals
Payment at Time of Visit by
Mastercard Visa American Express Check Cash
Reasonable Fees
303 Main St.
Orono, Maine
866-5561
Open 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Seven Days a Week
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niversity of Maine
at Orono
AN EVENING IN CONCERT WITH THE
PSALTERY
LILIANNE LABBE
& DON HINKLEY
ORIGINAL SONGS
FRENCH-CANADIAN FOLKSOINGS
CLASSICAL AND JAZZ
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22/ 8 PM HAUCKAUDITORIUM UMOUMO STUDENTS $3.00_ GENERAL PUBLIC $5.00Ticketpavailable Memgrial Union Lobby
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Theater's
challenge in
the clef:f worM
Tom Hawkins
Entering the world of the deaf and
portraying the lives of the hearing
impaired, has been a big challenge for
the entire cast of "Children of a Lesser
God." It has been the biggest
challenge of lead actors Johanna
Whitmore and John Libby's careers.
Johanna plays the role of Sarah
Norman. a deaf mute, and Bob plays
the role of James Leeds, Sarah's
speech therapist.
The play focuses on the relationship
between Sarah and James which
gradually develops from student and
teacher, to husband and wife.
The five other characters have
various degrees of hearing and speech
impediments, and use sign language
throughout the play.
At play rehearsal everything is quiet
except for the verbal translation of
Sarahs signed lines by James,and the
verbal repetition of his own signed
Lines. While watching these pseudo
hearing-impaired people commun-
icate, one is quickly merged into their
world, and the procedures needed in
order to communicate. A feeling of
frustration arises as you try to imagine
what it would be like to be in their
places. unable to talk and hear. Actors
at rest are either following the play in a
play book or communicating to each
other by sign language.
(Hawkins photo)
These observations are made by a
person of the hearing world: a world
with noise-and verbal expression that
attempts to utilize a language, but
more times than not, gets sucked into
Its complexity. cowering to its potency,
gradually becoming subservient to it.
In watching Sarah, though, one can
See just the opposite happening: a
language that is controlled by the user,
a mode of communication that is a pant
of the communicator instead of a
separate force.. s..
Sarah's face cringes, her. body
(set THEATER page 8M)
Name that tune
Brad Hughes
The one thing I really like about the
media is their ability to bring an
average story and create an almost
holy image of it. And the people will
buy it. The one topic that fits this
perfectly is the 20th anniversary of the
arrival of The Beatles in America.
Granted, it could be a significant
event, but it has be portrayecl_a_s a
significant event because they have
become an almost everyday part of
American culture. The radio continues
to blast their music, despite the fact
that, as a group, they have not been
together for more than fifteen years.
Their albums are well-stocked in
record stores and the theater featured
a long-running production on the span
of their careers. Don't get me
wrong—I enjoy their music as much as
the next person. But what it all boils
down to is one thing: trivia.
As long as one can remember, trivia
has always been there. Those
insignificant bits of information locked
away inside our heads that do us no
good. Well, except on Thursday nights
at the 'Noka. But our mothers always
thought that space should be used for
more useful things, like school, your
grandmother's birthday or other
significant matters. But since rock 'n'
roll has been a part of our culture, it
has nurtured all sorts of bits of
information. For instance, did you
know that the engineer for The
Beatles' "Abbey Road" was Alan
?arsons, who also did the same duties
on Pink, Flovd's "Dait, cile of The
Moon." Or that Credence Clearwater
Revival, the band who could be
considered THE singles band of the
late 1960's and early 1970's, never had
a number one hit. As you can see,
there isn't a bit of significant
information there, but to someone it is
an important and vital statistic.
Someone like a music columnist.
Instead of telling you folks about
some album you probably won't buy,
but really should, I'll be laying some
interesting trivia and some rock lists
on you that might come in handy the
next time you are battling for the
all-holy pitcher of beer at the Oronoka.
1.) This artist has never had a Number
One record on the singles charts. The
best he's done is a number 3 song in
1965 called "I Got You," and has
charted five other times. Hint: he is
considered to be the "Godfather of
Soul."
2.) Where and on what date was The
Beatles' last concert?
3.) These three girls from the Brewster
projects of Detroit scored 12 Number
One hits, 6 of them came consecutively
between 1964-65. One member of the
group pursued a solo career and went
on to appear in major motion pictures.
Collectiyely, who were they?
4.) It was billed as the "Winter Dance
Party,"". with 24 dates spanning
through January and February, 1959.
The tour was cut short when, wri
FebrHirv..2. 1959, three members of
that tour were killed in a plane crash.
Who were they?
5.) What do Marlene Dietrich, Edgar
Allen Poe, Laurel and Hardy. Marilyn
Monroe and Dylan Thomas have in
common?
SOME ROCK LISTS: ROCKERS WHO
ARE DOWN ON DRUGS:
1.) Jonathan King
2.) Little Richard*
3.) Ted Nugent
4.) Bruce Springsteen
5.) Pete Townsend*
6.) Frank Zappa
* reformed drug-user
LIBERACE'S 10 FAVORITE ROCK
PERFORMERS-
1.) Billy Joel
2.) David Bowie
3.) Boz Scaggs
4.) The Doobie Bothers
5.) Teddy Pendergrass
6.)Bhloe ndie7 ) T 
Eagles
98 Suunpdear t rRaomn sp
tadt
10.) Bob Seger
Salem's favorite psychic
liocus Pocus' not included
Ed Manzi
When I first met Steven Brown I
thought, "Well this is probably going
to be a bunch of bullshit." My mind
was closed. I had a bad attitude, and
consequently, Steve noticed.
"I can see you are a skeptic," he
said.
"It's just that I've never visited a
psychic before," I said.
"That's OK," Steve said, "I
thought it was a bunch of crap too—at
first."
"What changed your mind?" I
asked.
"It wasn't that any thing changed
my mind. It .was-lust a matter of
opening-up my mind.
"Well, how did you open your
mind?" I asked.
"I listened to my instructor and I let
myself learn. I guess it's aAup to the
individual," Steve said. ---'
Steven, Brown, Salam. Mass.'s
favorite psychic is coming to UMO. I
wonder how many peole will be willing
to open their minds? How many people
are going to say, "This is a crock of
shit?" I can only laugh at those who
are unwilling to listen. (Probably the
same people who get down on punk
music because that's different too.)
All I can say is I met Steven Brown
and I was impressed. If being 'a
psychic is being able to predict the
future and reading one's past. then
Brown is definitely psychic. One 15
minute reading had opened my mind,
and I chuckle when.! think about the
future. If good old Steve is right, I
should be a happy -man.
There was really nothing "hocus-
pocus" 'about it. There were no
prayers. satanic chants, incense or
anything. Steve simply closed his
eyes, went into deep meditation, and
then he answered thy questions. I'd
say he was about 80 percent correct
with his predictions (these that have
happened so far—some were long
range).
Some people say, "Those psychics
are phonies. -They always feed you
such general information, they arebourid to be right."
such general information, they are '
bound to be right."
To these so called "smart-asses," I
can only say that if Steve wcas vague
with some of his answers, it was only
because my questions were quite
stupid - what I call set-up questions.
The
Tom St. Amand
Don Linscott
Kerry Zabicki
Tom Hawkins
Maine Campus
For instance. "Mr. Brown what am I
going to- put- on my corn flakes
tomorrow morning?"
"Gee Ed, let's see - mild, bananas
etc..." You know how it is - the stupid
question, stupid answer senario. The
point is this, in 20 years this sort of
ting will be so trivial, no one will think
much about it. Let's face it, we have
barely begun to tap the powers of the
human brain.
I, frankly, see myself as a pioneer,
someone who is willing to explore new
ideas. It's too easy to lay back and
pick my nose. I've got too much to
learn, to see etc...
Steven Brown, the psychic, is
coming to UMO. I'm going to be
there. Lhope I see you there too. Nose
picking is easy. Besides its gross. I'd
rather use my mind. How about you?
t,
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Kerry Zabicki
When considering Central America, its past,
the implications of its present and the possibilities
of it future, one is likely to encounter a, feeling
of despair and dismay. Here is a region 'where
peace and stability is the exception rather than
the rule. A myriad of factions represknting
different ideologies struggle to unite war-torn
countries. Puppet governments and rebel causes
rise and fall throughout the history of the region,
which has only been independent since the 1980's.
How did Central America come to the unhappy
situation it finds itself ..in today? How much
responsiblity must the' U.S. accept for that
situation? It is almost impossible to discuss
United States' policies and actions in one country
of the region without considering the impact of
those policies on neighboring Central American
countries.
In recent years there has been a growing
concern in this country for the latest wave of
revolutions in Central America. These revolutions
are thought by many to be sponsored and
encouraged by foreign forces seeking to install
self-serving governments. The U.S. is convinced
that one aim of the revolutions is to spread the
fall of democracy and to instill the acceptance Of
Marxism and COMM:114SM. "The domino theory"
is applied to Central America speculating that if
one of the countries in the region falls to
communist influence, the others will not be far r
behind. If this happens, soem U.S. officials
believe that the safety of the entire Western'
Hemisphere will be in jeopardy. This thought has
liten moil by the U.S. to justify years of military
involvement in Central America. And nowhere is
the long history of U.S. intervention in the area
more evident than in Nicaragua.
February 21 marked the 50th anniversary of
the death of General Augusto Cesar Sandion of
Nicaragua. Sandino was • a native rebel who led
his people to drive out the. American .influence in
his country in the late 1920's and early 1930's.
He is a martyr to the nationalist cause in
Nicaragua, and his name is remembered in the
form of the Sandinista government which now
rules the country. Sandino represents the ideal of
self-determination in a region where until
recently, self-determination was unknown.
Has Sandino's legacy been corrupted by the
Sandinista regime? Did the end of the Somoza
empire signal an end to one form of oppression,
and the beginning of another internal war?
Covert aid to Nicaragua factions sympathetic to
American interests have spurred reactin in this
country and have served to make the Sandinistas
more determined to follow Sandino's efforts to
wiping out all American influence in the region.
Why is the U.S. bakcing the contra forces in
Nicaragua? What goal are we reaching for?
U.S. interest in Nicaragua started in the 1940's,
when gold mining entrepreneurs in this country
were looking for an inexpensive way to ship gold
from the California coast to the east coast
markets. To build a combination canal and
railway system through Central America seemed
the logical way to go. France and other European
nations wanted to build a canal in Nicar-agua,
thus threatening the advantage that the U.S.
would have if it were the only dominant country
in the region.
In 1890 William Merry, the American minister
to Nicaragua said, "The construction of the
Nicaraguan canal will secure the domination of
the United States over the American continent
politically as well as commercially.. .The nation
that, with the Nicaraguan Government on joint
agreement, controls Lake Nicaragua, will then
control the density of the Western Hemisphere."
Professor Howard Schonberger, of the history
department, is a member of the Bangor Area
Central America Solidarity Committee and is
eOncerned the U.S. inolvement in Central
America, "The U.S. has to realize that the
revoltiofl in Central America are inevitable,"
Schonberg said. But he adds that the U.S. is in
part respon le for the inevitability of the wars
The idea thãt Central America is simply an
 extension of e U.S. coastline has led to
justification for ,C6,yrt and overt influence in the
area by this countrki he said. From 1912 to 1926,
there were primarity" wo parties in Nicaragua,
both sympathetic tEi erican interests in the
region. When one of th" .arties began to resent
U.S. involvement and ma lation in Nicaragua,
U.S. Marines were sent in help stabilize, the
government. This direct inte tiot in -internal
affairs in Nicaragua fueled th iinti-American
sentiment of the natives. In '.11925, said
Schonberger, the U.S. was backing the ruling'
Conservative government and failed to recognize
the implications of the growing anti-American
sentiment of the liberal party.
Sandino was a Liberal who appealed to the
poor peasants of the country for help in stopping
the "Yankee" influence in Nicaragua. A man
driven by nationalistic ideals, Sandino made no
claims to political ideologies such as Marxism.
Rather, it was his immediate concern to rid his
country of American influence in whatever way
was necessary.
"I said to my friends that if there were a
hundred men in Nicaragua who loved their
country as much as I, we would redeem its
sovereignty, now endangered by the Yankee
empire," Sandino said in 1926. From the hills of
Nicaragua, Sandino organized a rebel war to
drive the occupying Marines from his country.
He voWed never to negotiate with any
government, his own or the U.S.'s until the
Marines were off Nicaraguan soil.
Here was the beginning of the Nicaraguan
revolution. The Marines tried unsuccessfully to
stop Sandino and his native comrades. They were
able to force other Liberal leaders to surrender to
the government, and sign a U.S.-supervised treaty
ending the war. Sandino and his army refused to
comply, and subsequently launched their own
guerrilla war against the U.S. occupational forces.
Sandino's fight lasted seven years, during which
time the U.S. experimented with aerial attacks on
the country. 
_
Finally, in 1933, the U.S. agreed to pull the!'
Marines out of Nicaragua. They did so on th‘.
condition that a new National Guard by installed
by the U.S. and that it be lead by Anastasio
"Tacho" Somoza Garcia. In 1934, Sandino
finally signed a treaty with the new government.
He was soon after assasinated on the orders of
the National Guard.
Two years later, Somoza gained the presidential
post, beginning a 43-year family dictatorship in
Nicaragua. The rule became increasingly
oppressive and corrupt with each generation of
Somoza leader. Greed became the driving force
for the Somozas, with little concern for national
welfare or civil rights.
In 1961 a number of armed movements were
organized in Nicaragua. One group named itself
the Sandinista National Liberation Front after
Sandion. They however, were slow to gain
enough strength to fight the ruling family.
Somoza indirectly helped the FSLN to gain power
by his blatant misuse of power, which had turned
most of the country against him in the mid-
1970's. Natural disaster struck Nicaragua, in 1972
(see SANDINO page 6M)
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successful stint in Hollywood, starring
in "Lady Sings the Blues" and
"Mahogany."
4.) The three who went down in that
crash on "the day the music died"
were J.P. Richardson (the Big
Bopper), Ritchie Valens and the great
Buddy Holly. It is rumored that Wallon
Jennings, who was alsa on tour, gave
up his seat in that plane so that Holly
could have it.
5.) They all appear on the cover of the
epic 1967 album, "Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band."
•
•
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Sandino
(continued from page 5M)
when an earthquake destroyed Managua, tearing
the country further apart. The U.S. continued
military assistance to the Somoza regime through
1977 when U.S. domestic pressure forced Somoza
to reviewe his civil rigly's
the FSLN continued its attacks on the Somoza
regime, while the U.S. tried to decide how far to
go in support of the dictator. In 1979, at the
height 
_of_ The revolution, the U.S. resolved to
demand Somoza's immediate resignation. The
FSLN, or Sandinistas, liberated most cities in
NiCaraitia- and Rimoza was forced to resign and
flee to Miami with his family.
The revolution which began with Sandino in
1926 was finally over for the Nicaraguans...for
the moment. Since 1979, the Sandinistas have
sought to improve the conditions of its people in
Nicaragua, and have made substantial gains in
the education, medical care and employment, said
Schonberger.
Why is there still unrest in Nicaragua? The
Sandinistas have found themselves at odds with
the middle and upperclass shop owners and
businessmen,-among others, who recognize a need
for American influence to stabilize the economy,
Many of the so-called "bourgeoisie" resent the
Marxist ideology of the Saninistas.
The Sandinistas feel that the ideals and lessons
of the revolution must be preserved to protect
Nicaragua from further outside interference. The
rise of the U.S. backed contra forces at
Jesse
influence. The party cannot afford to
ignore them.
The most important goal of the
Jackson candidacy is the defeat of
Ronald Reagan in November. There
. are 11 major states that Reagan won in
1980 by small margins, which have a
black population: New York. North
Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina,
Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee,
Mississippi. Arkansas. Massachu-
setts and Kentucky. Two of these
states are in the Northeast, but nine
are in the South. In South Carolina.
Jaclvm's home state, there are
625,000 blacks of voting age. Of these,
53.3 percent are registered. There are
292.000 unregistered black voters.
Reagan won South. Carolina by only
11,456 votes in 1980. (Newsweek,
November 14, 1983). Jackson has only
to register and turn out -to the polls a
fraction of the previously unregistered
black voters to win South .Carolina for
the actual Democratic nominee. This is
true of the other 10 states as well.
Reagan won 1n_1980 because he won_
the electoral votes of the South, New
York and California. Reagan cannot
win the South and New York in 1984 if
Jackson can turn out the black vote for
whomever is the Democratic nominee.
Reagan will not have enough electoral
votes to carry off a second victory.
Jackson and his constituency will make
the difference.
This election will afford major
changes for the disenfranchised of this
country. Jackson will maximize black
voting power , at all levels of
government, expand the influence of
blacks and others in the Democratic
Party and defeat Ronald Reagan at the
polls. Let us hope that the Democrats
realize and fully utilize the great
potential of Jesse Jackson.
•
continuing war with the Sandinistas have forced
the government to turn to other countries for
military assistance. One of these countries is the
Soviet Union. "Of course the Russians are
supplying considerable aid to Nicaragua now,"
said Schonberger, "but I do not believe that their
aims are to take over that country. There are no
Russian military bases in Nicaragua."
Schonberger concedes that the Soviets may
have geo-political motives in Nicaragua, but that
it is partially in response to the U.S.'s history of
involvemeni in the Central American country.
"Russia's involvement in Nicaragua is not the
primary issue. The U.S. must accept some
responsibility for the continuing revolutions in
Central America," he said.
If the contra forces fail to destroy the
Sandinista regime, will the U.S. become directly
involved, perhaps with an invasion of the
country? Schonberger hopes that popular opinion
in the U.S. and increased awareness of Central
American issues will prevent an invasion.
"Nicaraua's future depends largely on U.S.
policies," he said, "but if there is an invasion,
we must not expect it to be another Grenada. It
will more likely resemble the long, bloody
Vietnam
- „ .,,.-..• "
1.) James Brown. Although he has
never hit big on the singles charts, he
has cleaned house on the soul charts.
2.) San Francisco—Candlestick Park
Aug. 29, 1966
3.) The Supremes. Between 1964
and 1965, Diana Ross, Mary Wilson
and Florence Knight hit the chart with
"Where Did Our Love Go," "Baby
Love," "Come See About Me,"
"Stopl In the Name of Love," "Back
In My Arms Again," and "I Hear a
Symphony." It was Diana Ross who
went on to a solo career and a
-
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Mike Harman
{M J'
6,0I read several newspaper articlesover Christmas break claiming that
yes, 1984 and Big Brothers are here. If
you needed any proof, the articles
said, just compare the number of
television sets to the number of homes
in America and you'll see we are
already enslaved by the national
telecommunications networks.
Well....I was bored enough over
break so that I was driven into
watching a fair amount of "prime
time" network TV programming, and I
paid particular attention to the new
shows being offered. If that's the best
 "gig -Brother" -ean—do,--he's -only a
threat if we're a nation of total fools.
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Jesus! I cannot believe the utter
shitrain.the networks, have showered
upon us this winter. Some Of the new
shows they've churned out are simply
not believable--even if we are a nation
of total fools. Who is going to believe a
show like "Masquerade," where
"average Americans are called' on by
their government to lock horns with
the KGB?"Turns out these Johns and
Janes Q. Public manage a weekly
triumph over the commie dogs.
Uh-huh...Sure they do. After all, an
organization that can shoot any world
leader it wants to, at will, including
popes and presidents and never get
caught at it certainly couldn't outwit a
300-lb housewife from Detroit's
Lower East side, could it?
"Blue Thunder" is another show
that's a tad exaggerated. Contrary to
the show's thesis, most police
departments don't have much use for a
turbocharged Cobra gunship.
In the same vein as "Masquerade"
is "Scarecrow and Mrs. King." The
promo runs something like, "I'm a
mother and housewife and a spy, too."
How much of this "CIA as a hobby"
programming are we *expected to
endure?
The networks thoughtfully placed
"Emerald Point N.A.S.A.," "The
New -Show," and -Ed--MCMiFon's
"Star Search" on late enough so when
the viewer falls asleep watching them,
it's near enough dawn so that he can
just stay right there in the chair or on
the couch and finish but the night
without bothering to crawl into bed.
Trying to cash in on the computer
revolution, the networks are offering
us "Whiz Kids," the continuing story
of a group of high school computer
aces who routinely thwart dangerous
criminals. and "Automan,'_-- -the--
weekly saga of an ingenious gent who
possesses all sorts of biomechanical
skills, including the ability to turn
himself into a high speed automobile.
These two shows are probably
entertaining to anyone under two
years of age, but anyone mentally
athletic enough to form a simple
sentence will be bored silly by these
shows' inane plots.
Several new shows fall into the
category of "Just Plain Stupid."
Shows like "Oh Madeline." "Hotel."
and "Webster" aren't funny or
dramatic or entertaining in any wag.
They should be taken off the air
immediately and all those responsible
for their production should be shot,
I w Bf._"‘ r,
Don't touch that dial
and at once, so these efforts
duplicated.
"Riptide's" promo's
like this new detective show might be a
bit more lively than 'they usual TV
whodunit, hut no, 
_ the firkt couple.
episodes revealed that this is just
another run-of-the-mill stab-em and
slab-em T-and-A tease show.
On the spinoff front, we've been less
than blessed with the "After
M.A.S.H." series. Like throwing up a
fine wine, the spinoff of a classic TV
show loses something in the transition.
But the current TV scene isn't all
bad. "Night Court," "Empire," and
"Domestic Life" show a lot of
promise. Cable viewers can get
"Monty Python" and "Benny Hill,"
two fine comedies from "across the
pond." There's a couple of cheap
.rip-offs of MTV Called "Friday Night
made it look Videos" and "All Night Videos."
aren't
These aren't half-bad (they certainly
blow away anything else in their
Friday NiglIt Time slots), and are they
great to watch when you stagger in
half-drunk and want to watch some
tube before going to sleep.
And probably the best thing to hit
the TV screen this winter is NBC's
rerunning of the entire series of Clint
Eastwood's (This ,is my gun, Clyde)
movies. "The Gauntlet," "The
Enforcer," _"The Outlaw Josie
Wales," etc. are about the finest
pieces of entertainment to be had
anywhere. Eastwood's flicks feature
the three items that TV needs most:
COLOR, ACTION, AND SPEED. His
ms;wies are a lively, refreshing break
ccom the rest of the drivel the networks
are offering us.
THE DEPARTMENT
iii:ENQIJSH____
OF
announces the folowing contests for Spring 1984
Hamlet Playwriting Contest -$250
for an original onefact play written by a UMO
undergraduate
Albert Morton Turner Award for
Excellence in English 4190
for the best original critical essay on a literary
topic
For further details and contest rules, come to
the Department of English, 304 English-Math
Building.
DEADLINE FOR BOTH CONTESTS IS
APRIL 6, 1984
Mill St., Orono
Circle Wednesdays on your calendar\
Spen& them at Barstan's with
anny Brayall
If you like crude and
socially unacceptable songs
then Barstan's is the place to
be on Wednesdays
0
vOg
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Psaltery.
(continued from page 2M)
involved but there aren't that many things that
sound necessarily classical. On a lot of the folk-
type stuff we do I use some jazz chords. Purists
go, "My god! Why is he using that chord?"
Even though it sounds nice, it's not as
traditionally correct. I like to make that clear
from the outset so people don't think I'm
messing up the music.
CAMPUS: How did your first album, "Un
Canadien Errant," do?
LIL: We sold about 3,000 ourselves and Philo
(the record company) didn't sell that many
because they didn't get them in the stores.
DON: You would think that would be obvious:
In order to sell it, it should be in the stores.
CAMPIIS: Were you pleased with it?
LIL: Now if I listen to it I'm not pleased with
my voice, but I understand that I just wasn't
where I am now. I've changed a lot. If I did 'it
now, I wouldn't sound like that.
:Campus; Do you think a lot of people were
apprehensive about buying it or listening to it
because it was in French? 
LIL: It depends where we are. French music, that
particular music, appeals to a lot of people who
don't speak French. When we played in Madison,
Wis., about three years ago—we'd never been
there and we played at the universitY—the Place
and have it remixed in a studio, then nave the
metal work done in a lab—mastering and stuff
like that. So it's probably halfway there, I guess.
It's been a long process taping it here. We taped
it in our living room.
CAMPUS: Why?
DON: It's nice to be able to work at your own
pace, for one thing. We didn't want to book a
block of time in the studio and just go in and
try to get it done. We'd rather do it right.
LIL: I hen if it's- not &Inc in that al'atted -tune
we wait until they have another opening.
DON: It might be a month or two later, so when
you go back, you have to get into the frame of
mind that you were in when you were there a
month and a half ago.
LIL: And when people are waiting for you, and
they're doing the engineering or whatever, you
can feel that pressure.
DON: And at $60 and hour...
LIL: Even your own, self-imposed pressure. It
would have been very expensive, too.
DON: A lot fo what I wanted to do on this
record was worked out while I was recording it. I
couldn't begin to do that in a studio because the
pressure would have been too much. I would
have cut down to a simpler types of
arrangements rather than kind or organically
_working out what sounded nice. Some things
have gone together a lot faster than they would
have gone together in a studio. Plus, I have no
doubts but that we can get as good a quality of
sound after the remix as you can get in a  studio.
It just seems more relaxed.
was packed. People were buying the album otr- CAMPUS: Have there been any problems with
the way in, as if they knew who we were. We
found out after the concert the album had been
circulating around there among folkies. They just
enjoyed folk music. We sold a couple of cases of
albums that night to these people. None of them
were French, but they just were folk
fans—traditional folk fans.
LIL: And he's not French. It depends on what
you're interested in. He'd never heard that kind
of music and he liked it.
CAMPUS: How's the second album, "Crossing
Borderlines," coming?
DON: The beds of the music are just about
finished so all we have to do is put the vocals on
pr &UAW-ilpfrj
I
-L6DACtli 
recording at home?
DON: Lots. An unbelievable amount. First of all,
we have a mixer that we were going to use for
recording, and it's very compatible with the tape
machine we have, but we bought a noise
reduction—a Dolby C unit—to cut down on tape
hiss. When we got the Dolby machine we found
out that the mixer that we had was not
compatible with it.
So we've had to borrow a mixer every time we
want to record. The person who owns it, who's a
good friend of ours, has a band so we have to
schedule around when the band wants to practice.
For over
_half a century
G.M. Pollack & Sons
has taken part in the
happiest moments of your life.
You're almost like
family to us.
'
akt7illicki&fris
°JEWELERS •
2 locations in Bangor to serve you; Bangor Mall 73 Main St
• Downtown Bangor VISA Master Charge American Expres,
Diner, Club Our Own Charge Plan
DON: Probably the biggest limitation is that
we're using a four-track machine, which at one
poing would have been unheard of because of
noise reduction. From the noise from
accumulating tracks and bouncing from one track
to the other, the tape hiss that built up usually
would have been too much and it would have
come out sounding really hissy on the record.
But with noise reduction you can cut down
on that. Most albums now are done with at least
an eight-track, more usually with a 16- or 24-
track and we're using just four tracks.
CAMPUS: Which instruments will be featured on
this album?
DON: We've got guitars, bass, piano, percussion,
and a finnish lap harp.
LIL: There's 12-string, classical, electric and
regular guitar.
CAMPUS: What type of song selection will be
on this album?
DON: It's all going to be tunes that I've written,
probably almost all with vocals and a few
instrumentals. We're taping a lot more here than
we're probably going to use.
CAMPUS: Will this be recorded with Philo?
LIL: No, it's our company. It's called
Velodrome. Do, you know what a velodrome is?
Nobody knows what a velodrome is.
CAMPUS: Witat'-s a -velodrome? 
DON: A velodrome is an indoor bicycle track.
CAMPUS: Why Velodome?
LIL: Don says that it's a word that is the same
throughout Europe, that no matter what
language, it's still velodrome.
DON: Or it's recognizable, anyway. I think
Velodrome is also inspired by spending so many'
years running around in circles.
LIL: It is somewhat like running around in
circles. You just get established a little bit, have
all your guitars stolen; go a little bit further,
come back around, that day lost $90; come back
around again, go to Europe, lose your wallet,
lose about $250; go around again, get your guitar
left out in the rain by People's Express, have to
shell out five or six hundred dollars for a new
guitar.
DON: In the end it balances out.
LIL: (sarcastically smiling) Being in music is fun.
Theatre
(continued from page 4M)
contorts, a leg slams to the floor, and a
hand spells out "NO!"—no, she won't
allow a friend to user her T.V. A
person of the hearing world could have
spoken out a "No," and conveyed the
same message. Sarah although, in
combining her face, body, and sign,
conveys her message in a way that
screams out louder and more
effectively than that of the combined
voice of a thousand.
It is the authenticity of this scene
that reflects the amount of work,
precision, and care that has gone into
the preparation of this play. This has
been the result of three months of
research into the world of the hearing
impaired by Johanna andf_Bill. They
have done research At "the Baxter
School in Portland of deaf, a/ the
eastern Maine Association for t.1*
Handicapped in Bangor, and with
Barbara Adams, who served as a
personal tufor
Normally the cast will rehearse for
five weeks and perfomr on the sixth s
week. This is the first lime two actors
have been involved with their roles for '
months prior to the start of rehearsal
said John Bost. director of the play.
For Johanpa ancl Bob, their roles r17,
have expamkd bey6nd parts in a play
and have become a way of life for.
them.
The entire cast has studied signing
in preparation for their ; roles. TAis
involves ptacticing everyday, both in
and out of rehearsal.
"After stopping (signing) for one
day I begin to notice, after two days,„
everybody -else notices," lohanna
says.
It is the additional research into the
roles that caused John Bost to consider
this play "unusual and special." Bost
sees the roles for the entire cast as ver
demanding, with "tremendous
amounts of dedication and commit-
tment."
When asked why "Children--of a
Lesser God," was chosen. Bost replied
that-it is a fantastic play that allows
insights into the problems of the deaf,
and also because "I'm a sucker for al,
love story."
Bost said there has been a lot of
anticipation from the public to see the
play, "People have been coming out of
the cracks, calling to say they'd like to
see the play," Bost said.
The•playhas won numerous awards
*
(Hawkins photo)
in* LondOn and New ,York. and is
currently being. made ihio a movie. 'w
The MainNvlasque Theatre will 44
present the play from Feb. 28 to klarch4 the Pavilioh Theatre at 8:1'5 p.m.
There will be a matinee at 2 p.m. on
March 4.
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Response
when writing
he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
.oinmeittaries. Letters shpuld be 300 words or less;
comfrientaries shob,Z be about 4.;:i Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publiCation only under special circum-
stances. The Marne Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
Photo session cancelled
due to lack of interest
Toft_h_e
Due to a lack of any
significant interest on the part
the--graduating -seniors, we-
are cancelling the final two
scheduled days of senior
-photos (March I and 2).
To date, barely 800-of the
2,300 graduating seniors have
shown any interest in our
offer, and this, I admit,
_pothers me. It makes me
wonder why. Already, total
sales of the yearbook have
surpassed sales of any pre-
vious year with no signs of
letting up. And yet. fewer
people are choosing to be
included in ° the book. Some-
how that just doesn't sit well
with me.
I have heard complaints
about the quality of past
yearbooks. Anyone who has
spoken with me knows that
I'm the first to admit that the
last few books have been
of questionable quality. This
year 1 absolutely refuse to let
that happen. The 1984 PRISM
will be the best yearbook this
`<liversity has seen in a long
time! That is my personal
promise. For those involved in
The book, for those who have
purchased it, and for those
who have chosen to be
included in it, it will stand as a
lasting source of pride. I only
wish that more of you had
chosen to share in that.
Even  in  a community as
small as this, it is So difficult
for any of us to leave a
-significant mark, something to
say we were here. We're
offering you a chance to do
just that. Take us up on it.
Just sign up on the door of
the Senior Skulls Room. But
remember, the final day is
now, Wednesday, Feb. 29.
While you're there, you can
still buy the '84 PRISM.
Hope to See you soon.
Gas deregulations was good economics
Dave Movsesian
Editor, 1984 Prism
To the editor:
I have three comments on
Glen and Shearer's complaint
about natural gas deregulation
.(Campus. 2/9/84). The first is
that the last five years, the
period they discuss, have been
ones of high inflation. Prices
in 1984 are 50 percent higher
than 1978. This deflates their
complaint considerably.
The second comment comes
from basic economics. An
excellent way to insure a
shortage of any commodity is
Complaints
To the editor:
I have 4 friend who
worked for the Maine
Campus in various—Positions
and he now works for
of Maine's larger
papers.
During the past
has criticized the
for being one-sided
one
daily
year he
Campus
in its
to give it' a price telling' below
its free market value. This
causes buyers to buy more and
sellers to produce less. Why
should they produce more at
dwindling profits? Likewise,
we can create a surplus by
supporting the price of a
commodity above its free
market value, which causes
buyers to buy less and
producers to increase their
production.
Do we want an economy
that creates shortages and
surpluses that can only be
eased by gcwernment 'regul-
ation, requiring more tax
money to pay government
employees to enforce?
Thirdly, why gripe about
deregulation of natural gas?
We deregulated gasoline sev-
eral years ago, and now we
have as much gasoline as we
care to buy at current prices.
That's goode economics.
of bias had some
coverage of certain issues.
But since I am not a
journalism major, I never
seriously considered my
friend's judgments.
However, in yesterday's
story entitled "Presidential
overshadows OCB race," the
BLOOM COUNTY
OuR NEAT .5PY 01 THE TOUR 5
fAR. Ina KUM- .0t5
Hots, 9orr 'NICKER '
TWAY 14C5 (WOKEN IWTO
THE AVOW ARATEOC
C'EFENSE COMPI/rEg-
/
Commentary
Campus' shortcomings my
friend coniplained about, hit
home—and now I feel
compelled to complain -in
turn.
As a candidate for Off-
Campus Board vice-
president, I appreciate any
coverage the Campus affords
me. However, I consider it
an injustice when the author
merely mentions my name,
along with that of my
running mate, Lance
Mahaney, while he liberally
quotes the other two
candidates. I am left
wondering if the author even
OOPS 2
WHAT
OOPS 2/
Ed fluff
Old Town
merit
bothered to try to contact
either my runningmate or
myself.
I've been told that- the
ultimate goal- _of _ journalism
is to tell the story as
unbiased as possible. I do
hope in the future this
practice will be utilized more
by the journalists., of tile
Maine Campus. '
Tom Munroe
Orono
by Berke Breathed
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The hassles of cold turkey
Ifinally discovered what the worst thingabout being a smoker is. It's becoming anon-smoker. It's making the decision to
never again know the pleasure of a cigarette in
the morning, after lunch, between classes,
after dinner, wIple talking on the phone,
studying, watching television, talking and after
sex. '
But, quitting does have its advantages. First
and most' importantly, quitting will save me at
least $7.35 a week. Second, and almost equal
to the first, the girl I'm interested in is a non-
smoker, and you've heard the saying "Kissing
a smoker is like licking an ashtray." There is
also the ever present discoloration of the teeth
associated with smoking. And last, but not
least, the threat of lung cancer or heart
diseaSe.
I think ,though, that the worst effects of
, *Nine withdrawal v.01k. not be felt by me, gut
A rather hy my friends. Raw you. erw" _known a
Jack-a-day smoker who 'quit 9urkey? Let
) me tell you, they tend to become rather "high
strung." The least little thing can so them off.
#f they're in a room that is so quiet you Istiuld
hear a pin drop, you'd better hope nobody
drops a pin.
And I feel I should warn you that if you
ever have a chance to get into a car with a
recent pack-a-day quitter, refuse. And if you'
can't refuse, be sure to buckle up, hold on
tight, and pray that no one cuts him off at an
interesection.
One should be sympathetic to a new-born
lion-smoker though. You should remember
what sort of sacrifice he is making, and the
sort of agony he is going through. For the
quitter knows exactly what a pain in the.. .he is
being, and believe it or not he is trying to
control his rage. You are only seeing the tip
of the iceberg. If the quitter were to display
his full rage, he would surely be committed in
order to protect himself of those around him.
Part of the problem facing the quitting
smoker, is coming to grips with two things,
why he started smoking in the first place, and
why he continued.
I can remember the day I picked up my first
cigarette* It was not because all my friends
smoked, in fact, none of them did, it was not
to be "cool," I 'never had any desire to be
"cool," it was out of boredom. Sitting around
one day with absolutely nothing to do for
three hours, and a pack of cigarettes left on
Vit5 PCWION Of
711E FEATURE 'MERL A
&YAWS FAU.Our
9565 Aft TIE 51,IEL1ER
if.E6K-JELMS! *AY?
P.R. Anderson III
the table beside me. I can remember struggling
not to cough, and that it took until the fourth
cigarette before I could do it. Within a week I
had experimented and found the brand that I
liked, and within another week I was up to a
pack-a-day.
My reasons for continuing to smoke are
-more" numerous and frightfully more common.
'First, the fact that quitting is so hard, and
second, the fact that I needed a cigarette with
my morning coffee, and third, just to cope
with the pressures of the day.
But I suppose the greatest impediment to
quitting was the fact that I enjoyed cigarettes.
I found them a great comfort and a
tremendous source of satisfaction.
Well, the tobacco industry be damned. I
don't want to have anything more to do with
you (at current price levels).
Percy Rosenthal Anderson III is a friend of
anyone who quits cold-turkey.
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The world's other crises
WASH INOTA.;, —Lester Brown's W orlb watch
Institute one-upped President Reagan the other
day with a "State of the World" report. But
unlike Reagan's State of the Union, the institute's
message didn't suggest a world itanding tall.
First, some of the good newsi
*World population growth has slowed from 1.9
Here and Now
Glen and Shearer
percent to 1.7 percent per year. China, with more
than a fifth of the earth's people, has reduced its
rate of increase to 1 percent. And 12 nations, all
European,have stopped it altogether. 
*G1ob0 consumliTiOn of oil has dropped from
2.15 barrels for every $1,000 of economic output
to $1.74, or almost 20 percent, in the last five
years. In the United States, where the use of
gasoline and - heating oil has dropped markedly,_
firewood provides twice -as mita "delivered"
energy as nuclear power. Industrial firewood use
even outstrips residential.
*Despite severe drought in Africa and the U.S.,
the world produced almost 1.5 billioritnetric tons
of grain last year.
Now some of the bad news:
*The world experienced a net gain in
population of 79 million in 1982.
*The decline in world oil prices has diminished
some of the economic incentive to explore and
develop renewable energy resources. Meanwhile,
primarily due to the use of coal and wood as
energy sources, the earth's forests annually shrink
by acreage about the size of Hungary.
*World population has a higher growth rate
than grain production. Moreover, the world is
losing about 7 percent, or 23 billion tons, of its
topsoil to erosion every year.
Woridwatch isn't the first to spot these trends.
Its information, in fact, comes from public
sources and has concerned many long-range
planners for some time.
As Brown also argues, some key remedial
steps, particularly increased, resource conservation
and birth control, would neither require new
technologiet nor 
 eliminate_ _ jobs. Others, __like—
easing the military's drain on national treasuries
and renewing global cooperation of environmental
matters, may simply be a function of U.S
commitment. .
S.
But "Now that the world is beginning to share
America's early ' concern (about the
environment)," says Brown, a 49-year-old
agricultural specialist, "we're not providing the
leadership."
Abdication might seem a harsh charge given
the self-interested nature of nations. "State of the
World-1984" shows that the external debt owed
by developing countries, now estimated at more
than $700 billion, has encouraged fast-growth
Communique
Wednesday, Feb. 27 (continued from page 1)
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Jane Arbuckle: Wildlife
Issues of Maine Audobon." 204 Nutting Hall.
Noon.
Planetarium Show, "Sky Lights: Atmosphere and
Beyond." Wingate Hall. 1 p.m.
APO/GSS Blood Drive. Hancock Hall. 2 - 7 p.m.
Journalism/Broadcasting Faculty Seminar. Brooks
W. Hamilton: "Criticisms of the Press since
Grenada: Arc they on the Mark? Or Where is the
Mark?" 1912 Room, Union. 3:15 p.m.
Fitness: Getting It and Keeping it. Walter Abbott:
"Strength: Pumping Up Your Health." Sutton
Lounge, Union. 3:15 p.m.
Geological Sciences Seminar. Dr. 'John c. Kraft:
"Geological Reconstruction of Ancient Landscapes
at Troy and Thermopylae: Archaeological Geology
in the Aegean." 244 Boardman Hall. 3:30 p.m.
Philosophy/History/Economics Colloquium.
"Pluralism and Equality." The Maples. 3:45 p.m.
MCA Bible Study. South Bangor Lounge, Union.
6:30 p.m.
Maine Bound Orientation Session. Winter
Wilderness/Baxter. Park. Sutton Lounge, Union.
6:30 p.m.
IDB Movie. "The Sting." 130 Little Hall. 6:50 and
9 p.m.
Arts Alive! The Psaltery, a blend of original songs,
folk, jazz, and classical material. Hauck
Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 23
Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town Room, Union. 11 a.m.
Faculty Forum on Religion. Ham Room, Union.
Noon.
French Language Table. Yellow Dining Room,
Hilltop. Noon.
News of the World Forum. Sutton Lounge, Union.
12:15 p.m.
Fifteen-Minute Noon Prayer. Drummond Chapel,
Union. 12:20 p.m.
Network
omgomery Hall
9111111
NOR 1111111
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policies that are environmentally debilitating. In a
zero-sum world, one country's conservation
success is often another's marketing failure.
It's also tough to espouse the cooperative ideal
of conservationists when superpower relations
spio.. war" • preoccupy 
government leaders and •once-humble nations
thumb their noses at Uncle Sam.
At home and abroad, however, America hasn't
se? an adequate example for others to follow. At
still ues more oil per unit of economic output
than any other country, incinding the Soviet
Union. It recovers about a quarter of its
wastepaper through recycling, or about the world
average (Japaft and the Netherlands recover about
half the paper they use). It allows federal
deficits to cause- havoc for a world of borrowers
who rely on U.S. interest rates.
Meanwhile, Washington has Undermined
international negotiations on ocean resources and
infuriated the Canadians over acid rain. When
the Kenyans offered to accept a center for the
study of renewable energy, the U.S. blocked the
proposal- The 1972-Stockholm-conference on the
environment, when America was very much in
charge of an evolving international movement,
seems a distant itiemory.
By force of necessity, conversation could begin
to thrive with or without U.S. inspiration. While
industrial nations will adapt to their dwindling
resdurce base more quickly than others, members
of the Third World could find economic salvation
in conservationist solutions.
But the precarious state of the world's most
important assets provides every reason for the
U.S. to care as well. On a small planet—Stime
problems are everybody's. Indeed, they only
become worse if left unattended.
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Access available to
qualified handicapped
by Jane Bailey
Staff Writer .
Physical disabilities should nOr limit
people, and new federal laws, which
provide for the welfare of the
handicapped are. demonstrating this
new awareness, said the vice president
for student affairs at UMO.
Thomas Aceto Thursday said, any
university or college accepting federal
funding must make all programs
available to all qualified students.
7.D\
Thomas Aceto
JoAnn Fritsche, equal opportunity
director at UMO, defined the term
"qualified" as any student who meets
 _
university Or college acceptance
requirements such as SAT scores or a
particular grade point average.
Fritsche said it is important that an
educational institution focus on a
students abilities rather than disabil-
ities.
Thirty-six thousand dollars was
budgeted for fiscal year '84's
program which provides services for
disabled students. Fritsche said there
is never enough money allotted and
additional funds must be found.
Sometimes funds are obtained through
the chancellor's office, Fritsche said.
OAFT
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the
handicapped federal law, has brought
significant changes to _VW) said
Fritsche and Aceto.
Hancock Hall was designed to
accommodate students in wheelchairs,
said Fritsche. The corridors are wide
and the: bathrooms are larger.
Some halls such as Shibles have
elevators and classes are held there to
accommodate all students. When
students sign up for certain classes,
measures are taken to assure that
everyone can attend the class.
Fritsche said, "We might have to
rebuild- certatn areas, move classes to
other buildings, prOvide tutors or, in
extreme cases tape classes. If
necessary a professor will arrange to
meet with students to provide
individual  attention_"
-  
Aceto said an elevator put in Lord
Hall makes the journalism department
accessible to all students. Fritsche said
the child  study center used to be
located in Sieven_'s Hall„ but was
moved to increase accessibility.
Aceto_ said, "JoAnn is our prime
motivator and Veronica Barry is our
counselor for handicapped students."
Aceto and Fritsche agreed that the
• future for handicaped students is
changing. Fritsche said that removing
architectural barriers and providing
encouragement are important.
Aceto also pointed out the import-
4nce in aiding students with handicaps
-which the public may not recognize.
He said special provisions must be
made for students with learning
disabilties, hearing problems and
blindness.
Although federal law states all
students must be provided for, there
are no strict guidelines, Aceto said.
Many universities provide more
money for students but it depends on
their financial situation.
In most faculty contract setilements
the two negotiating parties reach some
kind of binding agreement and present
the budget ,request to the Legislature
for approval, Major said. In the
current negotiations the BOT and
chancellor have been unwilling to
make an agreement until the Legis-
lature appropriates a set amount of
money for faculty salaries.
"The agreement depends upon
appropriations in the Legislature."
Major said.
(continued from page 1)
Douglas Hall, assistant professor of
German said he has always seen the
role of university instructors, at least
in a state system, as a continuum from
that of elementary and high school
teachers and sees no problem with
MTA affiliation. "There is a growing
awareness in MTA that higher
education does have special problems
and deserves special attention."
Gerald Work, UMaine president of
AFUM, could not be reached for
comment.
Read the
Campus
and know
what's going on
by Tom Hawkins
Staff Writer
As a result of a project
sponsored Mr a development
council,. 37 books will be added.
to the Fogler Library collection
this semester.
The Fogler Library Book
Project was instituted last year in
recognition of the graduating
class of 1983. Parents of
graduating seniors were asked to
donate a book in the name of
their son or daughter. The
subject of the book donated
corresponds with the major of the
student.
Director of Development
George H. Baughman Jr.,
originator of the project, said the
book project was a way contribu-
tions could achieve direct results
for specific purposes. "It Makes
available a quality book that
would not be normally funded."
he said.
_ Sam Garwood, assistant libra-
rian, said this is the first project
.401NetPo.r7oc
UN! iNg
•
RAYMOND H. FOGLER L1BRARN
GIFT OF
. & Mrs. Richard Boncal
IN It!
atty BonCal
Class Qf 1983,
An example of a
bookplate in one of
the parent-donated
books from the
Fogler Library
Book Project. Sub-
jects of the donat-
ed books
correspond with
the major of the
son or daughter of
the donating par-
ent. (McMahon
photo)
Parents of graduating
seniors donate books
of its' type. "It's certainly
worthwhile to the library," he
said, because the library does not
enjoy similar budgets as other
tyfNo
 
universitiesevs  sHucahmapirsshthee 
or the
ei-
University of Vermont.
"From time to time we do
receive donations, but never in
the magnitude of or amount as
with the Book Project," Garwood
said.
Books were donated in the.
fields of arts and sciences,
business administration, educa-
tion, forestry, life sciences and
agriculture,
technology. 
 
donation
A and engineering
card will be placed
on the inside cover of each book,
naming the donor and recipient.
Baughman plans to contact the
parents of this year's graduating
students for donations. He said
the feedback from last year's
contributors was good and said
he hopes the priiect will continue
with its success.
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Sports
Hockey team stuns B.
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
The UMO Black Bear stunned No. 5
ranked Boston College last night
defeating the Eagles 6-4 before 2,350
at the Alfond Arena.
It was David and Goliath all over
again as the Bears outscored the
Eagles 4-1 in the last 15 minutes to
come back from a 3-2 deficit. E'he loss
hurt BC's chances of gaining the
home-ice advantage in the upcoming
ECAC playoffs.
It was Maine's first win against the
Eagles since Dec. 11, 1979, when the
Bears beat BC 6-3 in the first meetrig
between thee two teams.
Since that first victory at McHugh
Forum, the Eagles have won all eight
games played since and they had won
every game played at Alfond before
last night.
The win for Maine also avenged a
5-4 overtime loss to the Eagles on Dec.
6, at Boston College. ,
"It was fun to be out there and play
the spoilers role," Maine Coach Jack
Semler said. "Things went well for us
and it was a big win for the guys."
The victory was Maine's fourth
straight at home and improved their
home record to 10-3. two of the losses
coming in overtime.
After a 2-0 lead early in the second
period, Maine found themselves
trailing 3-2 to start the third period
after the Eagles tallied three times in
the middle frame.
Four minutes into the third period,
Bear forward Jim Purcell picked up a
loose puck and fired it from the blue
line. To -everyone's surprise the puck
eluded BC goalie Scott Gordon, who
looked terribly shaky throughout the
game. to tie the game at 3-3.
The Eagles regained the lead
quickly as BC's leading scorer Scott
Harlow scored his 23rd goal only 1:40
after Purcell's equalizer.
But again the Bears tied the game
on a long range shot, this time by Rene
Comeault who fired a slap shot from
the right point that went over Gordon's
right shoulder. It was a shot that
Gordon should have stopped but to the
delight of the UMO team and its fans
he didn't.
Less than.* minute later, BC's Neil
Shea went off for interference as he
held Joe Jitele who was breaking
toward The goal to accept a pass from
Bjorkstrand.
The Eagles demonstrated excellent
penalty killing as they kept the Bears
scoreless on the power play.
Maine regained the lead at the 11:25
mark when Ray Jacques, from the
right wing boards, sent a perfect
crossing pass to Kevin Mann in front,
who redirected it past Gordon for his
eighth goal of the year and the
eventual garnezwinner.
(see BEARS page 12)
Women's track team
wins state meet
by Jane Bailey
Staff Writer
The UMO's women's track team
won the state title Saturday at Colby
College. Co-captain Ann England said
the meet showed an excellent team
effort all-around.
Maine scored 73.5 points to Colby's
45.5, Bates' 38 and Bowdoin's 15.
Beth Heslam won 16 points for Maine
as she finished first in the 55-meter
hurdles and the long jump, and took
second in the 800-meter run and the
triple jump. •
England said, "Beth did a super
job. she was outstanding." Heslam
was sick the day of the state meet,
but managed to put in a strong
performance, England said.
Maine swept the first three places in
the triple jump for 10 points. Karen
Smith won the event with a jump of
35-1. Heslam took second and Caskie
Lewis secured third. Lewis also took
third in the 200-meter dash (27.0).
England broke the university record
in the mile run on her way to a first
place finish in that event. She finished
the race in 4:55.4 and broke Jo-Ann
Choiniere's mark of 4:59.6 which was
set lasev,season. England said she
didn't think she'd break five minutes
because she wasn't running fast
enough.
"I heard 0. J. and that kept me
going," England said. 0. J. Logue is
the distance coach for both the men's
and women's teams at UMO.
England also ran the 1,000-meter
(2:40). She finished first, but was
disqualified.
"I was passing someone and
stepped in too quickly," England said.
Maine's one-mile and two-mile relay
teams took first place finishes. Lisa
Clemente, Heidi Mathieu, Sarah
O'Neil and Helen Dawe ran the
one-mile relay. The two-mile team was
comprised of Susan Elias, Tamara
Perkins, Theresa Lewis and England.
-
Elias took third in the 800-meter run
as well Weading off for the relay. She
didn't run last week against the
University of Vermont due to illness.
Logue was skeptical of what Elias was
copable of Saturday. he said.
' Barb Lultacs won the shot put
(41-11) and teammates Debby Hoefler
and Liz 'McGarrigle finished second
and fourth. respectively.
The Black Bears' had a one-1,4o
finish in tke 440-meter run. ClernOte
won (613) 'and Mathieu tied 4th a
Colby runner for second (61.6)-
The only other first place -Aitish for
Maine came from Dawe in the
600-meter run. She finished, with a
time Of 1:29.0.
Gretchen Lally and Melissa Murphy
finished second Ind third in the high
jump with heights Of 54 and 4-10,
respectively.
Theresa Lewis placed sqond in the
1.000-meter run (2:51) and Sonja
McLaughlin took second in the
two-mile nen (1134).
Ray Jacques and teammates
night's victory. (PICS photo)
•
celebrate last
Men's track team
finishes undefeated
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The men's indoor track team
defeated the University of Vermont
91-45 at home Saturday to avenge last
\:year's loss at UVM„,
"It was a good meet," Head Coach
Ed Styrna said. "The highlight of the
meet was Gerry's (Clapper) school
record in the mile."
Clapper broke the old record of
4:10.5 with time of 4:10.1. Clapper
said, "I went out too fast, not as
comfortable as I. wanted to. t felt
strong but really tied up the last half
lap." Chuck Morris placed second in
the event with time of 4:17.2.
At about the same time Clapper was
Mining his- mile, Jeff Shain and Phil
Durgin of UMO were throwint for
second and third against a Vermont
shot putter who, in Coach Stxpa's
view, is "one of the best in'hiew
England,'
"This was ShaM's best in the, shot
this year," Styrna said. Shain
"It's hard to get yourself up when the
competition is so far ahead of you.
When it's closer it's easier to rise to
the occasion."
Greg Nakanishi matched his bet in
the pole vault with his winning effort
of 13-6. Styrna said, "I'm glad to see
him back into it."
Nakanishi said, "I felt pretty good, I
think 14 feet is near."
Tom Brutsaert (12-6) finished third
for Maine.
Dave Winkin led the Maine sweep in
the 440-yard run with his time of 50.8.
Shawn Hight and John Boucher
rounded out the sweep at 51.3 and 51.8
respectively.
"I'm pleased with Winkin. This is
his best race of the year. He, also ran a
good anchor in the mile relay." Styrna
said.
Maine's Fred Lembo won the
400-yard run in 1'15.7. Teammate
Robin Hays fell at the start of the race
and had to run alone in a separate
race. Hays ended up with a time of
1:17.2 to finish third.
In the 1.000-yard run. UMO's John
Condon led the way with a ,tinie of
2:15.8. "I felt nice and smooth, it felt
easier than my best time, so I'm
confident." Darren Krug finished
thittl with a time of 2:18.7.
In the high jump Jack Leone and
Clay Pickering finisheg first and
second at 6-4 1 /2 and 6-2:1/2.
Styrna said. "After the Places were
settle both almosi cleared 6-7."
Maine hurfers -Ray Mileson (8.3)
and Toni Brutsaert (8.3) were first and
second in the 60-yard event, with
Mileson just outleaning Brutsaert at
the finish.
Clapter (4:15) led a sweep, in the
two-mile run' with Glendon Rand
(9:20.7) anct-John Fiola (9:32) evening
out the scoring.
In the 35-pound,, weight event,
Maine' S Joe Quinft (47-9) placed
rhird behind two strong Vermont
thrqvvers.
The Maine two-mile relay squad of
Dana Maxim, Mark Stillings, Mike
Simensky and Dan Dearing wen the
uncontested relay in 8:34. Vermont
did not field a two-mile relay team.
The remaining events, the triplejump, 60
-yard dash, the long jump and
880-yard run were all won by Vermont
competitors. Maine still took the
remaining two places in each event.
The Maine second and third-place
scorers were Tim Vose (45-1) and
Elliott (40-2) in the triple jump. Trent
Habig (6.6) and Charles Jeffers (03)placed in the 60-yard dash. Davit
Heird (19-10) and Steve Penna (19-9
1/2) placed in the long jump. Ken
Letoupteau(1:.S6.3) and Mark Stillings(1:57 pjaced,-in the 880-yard run.
Maine's mile relay team of Boucher,
Hight, Lembo and Winkin beat
Ayermont's squad by almost 2 seconds.
_
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1. North Carolina 22-1
2. Georgetown 23-2
3. DePaul 19-2
4. Houston 23-3
5. Nevada-Las Vegas 23-1
6. Kentucky 19-3
7. Illinois 19-3
8. Memphis State 19:4
9. Oklahoma 22-3
10. Texas-El Paso 22-2
11. Purdue 18-5
12. Tulsa 22-2
1.3. Wake Forest 18-5
14. Arkansas 21-4
15. Washington 18-5
16. Syracuse 17-5
17. Indiana 20-6
• 18. Louisiana 15=7
19. Duke 21-5
20. Temple 20-2
beat North Carolina State 95-71.
beat Providence 59-38.
lost to Dayton 72-71.
beat Virginia 74-65.
did not play.
did not play.
did not play. -
lost to Louisville 85-78.
beat Colorado 93-80.
beat Wyoming 73-66.
beat Michigan 67-64, OT.
beat Wichita State 105-97.
lost to Duke 79-77, OT.
beat Texas 59-41.
beat Oregon 79-58.
beat Connecticut 87-85, 30T.
lost to Northwestern 63-51.
did not play.
beat Wake Forest 79-77, OT.
beat Duquesne 78-70
•
Do you know?
Utah made 120 points in a basketball game
against St. Joseph's of. Pennsylvania in 1961
but lost the game, 127-120.
Carl Yastrzemski of the Boston Red Sox
played in a record 3,308 games during his
career.
1
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Murphy's Steakhouse 'L
Bar4larbor Road, Brewer, 989-1474
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Women's basketball
team defeats Colby
by Dee Brooks continued to control the tempo of the
Staff Writer - game.
Colby scored twice early in the
The Colby -tollege Mules entered
Memorial 6ym Monday night bearing
a cross, but the UMO women's
basketball team showed no awe as if
skillfully defeated the Mules 73-63.
The Mules' 6-foot-5 center Kaye
Cross was a dominant force in the first
half as she blocked two shots and held
UMO's Emily Ellis to only five points
in the half.
Leslie Melcher, a 5-foot-7 Colby
guard, pumped in a jumper to give the
Mules an early first half lead, which
was quickly relinquished.
The Bears, applying a press which
rattled the Mules' offense from the
opening minutes, opened a 12-6 lead
at 14:16of the half The  Bears
secon4..1s•.!f-to take - tkc,' -ad but- the
Bears ,.vokild not be denied. Once again
applying pressure, the Bears forced
numerous Colby turnovers and opened
an 11-point lead at 12:08 of the half on
a Cormier jump shot from the top of
the key..
The Mules, tumble to stop the Black
Bear offense, resorted to intentional
fouling in the last two minutes of the
game. UMO's Julie Treadwill went to
the line four times in the final minute
to sink seven of eight free throws,
clinching the victory for the Bears.
UMO Coach Peter Gavett said the
Bears' defense, especially in the first
half, was one key to the Black Bear
win. An effective press in the second
half_ was _a nother-hg
continued to put points on the board The Bears: defense forced 21 Colby
but the Mules stubbornly fought back. turnovers to UMO's 14. The Bears also
Colby closed to within one point of had 10 steals.
the Bears (IJMO 21 - Colby 29) after Overall, UMO shot 39 percent from
Colby's Karen Jodoin scored on a the floor and 84 percent from the line.
jump shot. Ellis scored on an inside Colby shot 12 percent from the floor
*shot to increase the Bears' lead (23-20) and 58 percent from the line.
but Colby's Pamela Hoyt sunk two free For the Bears, four players scored
in double figures. Cormier paced thethrows to bring the Mules back within
one (23-22). team with 22 points, Ellis had 20,
The Mules regained the lead at 1:40 Treadwell 11 and forward Claire
of the half when 6-foot-1 forward McCoy 10. McCoy collected nine
Therese Langloris scored-to, put Colby rebounds and Ellis had seven to lead
ahead 24-23. the Bears.
For Colby, Jodoin led the way with
14 points; Cross and Melcher had 13
points apiece. Cross paced the Mules
with 16 rebounds.
Maine's record is now 14-10. They
will play Rhode Island Saturday, Feb.
25 at Rhode Island.
Colby's record is now 19-3.
UMO's Lisa Cormier and Lynn
McGouldrick scored in the last minute
and Colby's Cross soured as the Bears
took a 27-26 lead into halftime.
Consistent offense and persistent
deense characterized the Bears'
performance in the second half as they
*
•
*
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Daniny Brayall
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NO COVER
If you like Ray Boston
You'll love Danny...
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• Bears
With 6:56 to play, Maine's
Bjorkstrand was sent off for interfer-
ence giving BC a power play.
The Eagles buzzed around thes
\Maine end but were unable to shoot
one past Maine goalie Ray Roy. who
made 27 saves in his first, start at
' 'Alfetho Arena since last ear.
.. BC continued the pressure and with
:5 called time-out and pulled Gordon
out ,of the net for an extra attacker.
,
Bjorkstrand iced thewgame for Maine
with :17 remaining as he scored an 
empty net goal from the blue lkne fat=
his -15th\goal of the year.
"It's a\great feeling for me to beat
them," said Paul Giacalone, who had a
goal and to assists. "1 played with or
... against most of these guys in high
ep school and it's the first
ten them."
•••
school and p
tmie I've be
It was Giacalone's first game back
after missing \ two games with a
bruised shouldet. He was put on a line
with Jacques-(thire assists* and Kevin
Mann (game winning goal) which
played very well throUghout the game.
Jacques, who was playing his first
game since the end Of January because
of an injured *ankle was very happy
with the team's victory.
"It's just a great witi," he said. "1
felt excellent tonight aitd I was able to
play intense because my ankle want
bothering me."
Maine's Jeff Kloewer„ who played
one of his best games of the year, put
the Bears ahead on a power play goal.
He took a crossing ilass from
Bjorkstrand at the left point and
blasted a shot to the far corner for his
first goal of the year.
Giacalone gave Maine a 2-0 lead
1:52 irlto the second period when he
took a pass from Jacques along the
right wing boards and fired a snap shot
that hit Gordon and went between his
pads for Jigger'..s Ilth goal of the year.
Bob Emery scored for BC to cut
Nraine'rs Tea 6 to 2-I anrEagie telt' Wing
David Livingston scored two goals
within :49 to give BC a 3-2 lead going
into the third period.
The win raised Maine's overall
record to 13-19, and it's ECAC rSord.
to 743.
For the Eagles. who came into the
game the No. 5 ranked team in the
country, the loss drops their overall
record to 22-8 and it's ECAC slate to
14-6.
BC will play their final league game
at Boston University which will
determine which team gets home ice in
the first round of the playoffs. The
Eagles could have clinched the home
ice- with a victory over Maine last
night.
Roy. who was ineligible the first
semester, gave credit to his team-
mates for The x)ictory.
"The guys helped me out so much.
clearing out„, in front. ,ffnt1
shots." Roy said. "I hardly had to
work in the first and third periods.4'
The game winning goal by Mann
gave him the team lead in that
category with three., Mann, the
freshman forward from Victoria,
British Columbia, was alone in the slot
area for what seemed like an eternity
before Jacques sent him the pass.
"I was screaming to him to pass me
the puck," Mann said. "I was waiting
there and when he passed me the
puck. I redirected it into the goal."
Maine has two games left in the
season, both will be played at the
Alfond Arena.
(continued from page 10)
On Saturday. in a non-league game.
the Bears .will host the Colby Mules.
On Monday Maine will coMplete the
season, and Semler's career against
Vermont University which is Semler's
almmater. Game times for both
games is 7:30 p.m.
occer team wins indoor 1 to vote5.7 per(A tote
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Staff NN
The UMO soccer team beat
Thomas College 1-0 to win the
Husson College Invitational Indoor
Soccer Tournament Saturday at the
Bangor Tennis and Recreation Club.
UMO was one of nine teams to
compete in the two-day tournament.
The teams were divided into two
groups. Group I was Maine Maritime
Academy, Lyndon State College Vt.,
University of Maine at Presque Isle,
Unity College and UMO.
Group 11 was comprised of
Johnson State College Vt., New
England College, Husson College and
Thomas College.
The Black Bears won six games
including three Friday night.
UMO beat MMA 2-1, UMPI 1-0,
Unity 1-0 on Friday, and Lyndon
State 1-0, UMPI 1-0 in the semi-finals
and Thomas on Saturday.
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"I was very pleased with our
play," Coach Jim Dyer said.
"Especially in the final against
Thomas College where we showed a
reg committment and great
intensity."
UMO goalkeeper Jeff Spring and
teammate Ron Robillard were named
to the All-Tournament team while
Black Bear Kevin McKenna scored
four goals in the tournament.
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